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TODAY:

~

30 percent
chance of
rain. High,
mid 60s.
SATURDAY: Chance of
showers. High, 55 to 60.
SUNDAY: Showers ending. High, 55. Low, 30.
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The Student Newspaper of Murray State University

. News
Two Murray State faculty
members are scheduled to
testify in Congressional hearings on the future of the
Land Between the Lakes
tomorrow. The hearings will
be held in the Curris Ce nter,
beginning at I0 a.m.

Seepage 2

OpJJd
Shaun Hailey,
junior from
Mayfield, writes
that the war
against marijuana Is misguided
and has led to a waste of jail
space and taxpayer dollars to
incarcerate pot smokers.
Seepage

5

Our \florid
Home schooling is becoming
a popular alternative to traditio nal public
'----......;..._, and private
schools. Today, more than
500,000 students are being
taught at home.
Seepage

6

CollegeLffe
Stress is a natural and common element of
daily life, especially for so me
college students. However, high levels
of stress can lead to serious
side effects.
See page

7

Sports
The Racers
will compete
'
in the semi1 final round
of the OVC
tournament against Middle
Tennessee State tonight at 7
p.m. in Nashville, Tenn.
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Woods' scope changes
•Renovations: Woods Hall,
which has set empty for nearly
three years, will not be renovated
as a residential facility but an academic one.

was supposed to be composed of apartment suites with central living, bath
and kitchen areas.
It never happened.
Bids on the major reconstruction project came in $1.3 million more than the
$5 million anticipated cost.
BY JONATHAN OliVER
Although the University received
EDITOR-IN..CHIEF
state approval to continue with the project, school officials opted not to proceed.
The story of Woods Hall is almost epic
Following a cost analysis conducted by
in scope. And no~ the nearly three year
the director of facilities management,
old and ever shifting plot has found a
the Building and Grounds Committee of
new twist.
the Board of Regents recommended the
Last Friday the Board of Regents
plan to renovate be terminated "due to a
unanimously approved motions to cease
financial analysis ... showing the rencr
renovation plans on the 40-year-old resvation would not be feasible because the
idential hall and instead convert the
students would bear the cost totaling
facility to academic use, bringing an end
approximately $6 million.'"
·
plans that were sharply criticized by
President Kern Alexander said the
some when the building was closed in
cost to students to renovate Woods Hall
1994. .
at that cost would be about $120 per
Chris Weatherly/Staff square foot. Whereas, he said, a new
In May of that year, Woods, once
In
similar
fashion
to
Wells
Hall
and
O
rdway
Hall,
Woods
Hall
will
be converted facility could be constructed for about
known for its close-knit community of
from
a
resldential
buildin1
to
an
academic
facility.
$70 per square foot and Woods Hall conalternative and international students,
was closed for renovations.
the time. Other residents quoted in the up that group," said Marsini Ahmad, verted to an academic facility for which
the state pays the school.
"It was the only dorm that I lived in story had similar feelings.
who was a junior from Southeast Asia.
Renovations needed to convert the
that made me feel like I was part of a
"We were a separate entity of HousAt that time renovations were expectcommunity," said Shane Morton in a ing, which went against their desire," ed to be complete by late 1996, allowing building, however, will not be covered
story about the closing which appeared said Shel Tapp, who was a senior from many of the 115 students who were relo- by the $5 million promised for the resiin the April 28, 1995, issue of The Mur- Paducah at the time.
cated from the near 400-occupancy facil ray State News. Morton was a senior at
Pkase see WOODS/16
"I believe they closed Woods to break ity to return. Once reopened, the facility

MSU looks
at lighting
-safety: Public Safety
points out the areas of
campus where the lighting
may not adequate enough
to be considered safe.

colleges has been neglected for
awhile now," DeVoss said.
Another area of future concern is the path on the north
side of the Stewart Stadium
which will be used to get to the
Regional Special Events Center
BY jAKE BURGESS
when it is completed this year.
AsSISTANT NEW EOITOil
DeVoss said this will be a
Each night students, staff, problem because the path is not
faculty and residents of Murray l~hted well presently. He said
come to walk around campus ~blic Safety has informed
for exercise and relaxation. facilities management of the
However, recent attacks on future problem and that they
•
campus have caused many to are addressing it.
Other areas needing lights or
question how safe they are.
Lighting on campus is one light repairs include:
•The area behind the Scoutway to prevent crimes and
assaults from happening. Prob- ing Museum which had six
lems can ·occur when the lights lights out in row along a wall
are not working or not bright during a recent inspection.
•The walk space between the
enough.
Lt. David DeVoss with Public Price-Doyle Fine Arts Building
Safety says the University does and the Applied Science builda good job of providing ade- ing where there are no new
bright lights presently.
quate lighting.
•The doorway behind Water"The campus is very well
lighted, and <Vice President of field Library across from the
Student Affairs) Don Robertson south gym was without lights
has done a good job getting new recently and the orange tape
marking the area has started to
.
lights set up," he said.
DeVoss added that there are fade to red. The doorway is
dark and no one can see anysome exceptions, though.
One potential danger spot is body who might be hiding in
the walkway between Wells their.
Hall and the Business BuildDeVoss said a female student
ing. One of the lights on Busi- was grabbed by someone hiding
ness Building was not working in the doorway and was sexualrecently when DeVoss went on ly assaulted a few years ago.
his 11 p.m. patrol.
The situation on the north
Areas around the residential side of Waterfield Library is
colleges could present problems the same.
as well.
On a positive note, DeVoss
"Relighting the residential did say that the lighting in the

Lighting weaknesses spotlighted
The four maps shown here highlight areas on campus
were the lighting is broken, inadequate or poor. The
problem areas were pointed out by Lt. David DeVoss
on a recent patrol around the campus.
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- Need light
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Stewart Stadium
Parking Lot

No Uaht

Residential College Complex
Waterfield
Library

Business Building
Corridor

tN
Source: Lt. David DeVoss of Public Safety
Jon Lowry/Graphics Manager

Quad is good.
Racer Patrol provides a list of
lights out around campus each
day and marks them with
orange tape to alert facilities
management personnel.

DeVoss said that most times
repairs are made quickly, but
some of the lights have been
out for a considerable amount
of time.
The Safety Committee,

formed by Robertson, drove
through campus on Thursday
night to examine the lighting
situation. At this time, the com- •
mittee has not reported on
~heir findings.

Patton will not hear University's goals
include less than what President Kern
Alexander was hoping.
Alexander was ready to show to the
governor a presentation of the University's goals. However, he has since
learned that Patton does not intend for
BY JONATHAN OliVER
the visit to involve such presentations.
EotTOR-IN..CHIEF
"Things have taken a turn," AlexanWhen Gov. Paul Patton comes to cam- der said Wednesday. "The governor
pus Monday afternoon his agenda won't doesn't want a vision statement. He just
call for a great deal. In fact., it. wiiJ wants a round table discussion with a

-Government: Gov. Patton has
requested a roundtable discussion
while on campus Monday in lieu of
talk of the University's agenda.

I!M!!! M§j§fii -- -
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were presented to the Board of Regents
small amount of people."
Alexander said the governor, who is Friday afternoon, Alexander said they
scheduled to arrive on campus around 7 will still be folJowed as goals by the Unip.m., has requested that no more than versity. Nor does he plan to give up on
15 people from the administration and presenting the adniinistration's ideas to
community make up the discussion the governor during the round-table discussions which are scheduled to take
group.
"I hope with this conversation he is place in Pogue Library.
"We're going to write them up, and it's
soliciting information and will use . it,"
Alexander said.
Pl~ see GOVERNOR/16
As for the vision statements which

New-s
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Volunteers needed
for senior citizens

MSU runs program
fo r good st ude nts
Super Saturdays, MSU's
program for talented
school kids, will begin
March 8 and run through
March 29 on the MSU
campus. Topics this year
include math puzzles,
Internet web site creation,
sign language, foreign language and cultures in
French, German and Spanish,
bookmaking and
archeology.
Each class is limited to
15 participants. For additional information or to be
added to the Super Saturdays mailing list, contact
the Office of Community
Education at MSU at 7622160 or 1-800-669-7654.

February 28, 1997

LBL hearings to
include faculty

NewsBriqfs
Calloway County Senior
Citizens needs volunteers
that would be interested in
starting an ongoing line
dancing class or interested
in giving presentations on
line dancing.
WKMS-FM needs volunteers for their on-air
fundraiser from Feb. 28 to
March 7. They need help
answering phones and taking pledges.
The 4-H Council and the
Main Street Youth Center
need volunteers with
sewing experience on Saturdays in March. Call Lindy
Beemer at 762-61 17 if
interested in these or
other volunteer opportunities.

The "Murray State N ews

•LBL: TWo faculty members are among those testifying at tomorrow's congressional hearings.
C.O.

BY

BRADLEY

NEWS EDITOR

Tomorrow's
congressional
hearing could go a long way to
deciding the future of Land
Between the Lakes. '
The hearing was put together
after last month's surprise proposal from Tennessee Valley
Authority chairman Craven
Crowell to do away with federal
funding for TVA's non-power
related activities. Earlier this
month, President Bill Clinton
released his budget proposal
which supported Crowell's plan.
Rep. Ed Whitfield, a Republican from Kentucky's First Dis-

trict, is responsible for the hearing and will sit on the hearing
panel, along with Rep. Sherwood
Boehlert, R-N.Y., Rep. Ed
Bryant, R-Tenn., Rep Bob
Clement, D-Tenn., and Rep. John
Tanner, D-Tenn.
Among the people testifying
are two Murray State faculty
members, Joseph Baust, professor of elementary and secondary
education, and Paul Yambert, an
adjunct professor of industry and
engineering technology. (See
graphic at right for more people
who are testifying.)
"I applied for several reasons,"
Baust said. "First, LBL is an
important area for us. It is used
in teaching teachers about the
enviornment. Two, enviornmetal
education is an important function of LBL which should not be
forgotten, and which should be
funded fully."

Vet center
•

•

JOinS

BY D ONALD LAWSON
STAFF

Compiled by Katie Thomas,

staff.

NationBrie_fs
Poll shows split on
Clint on fundraising
Wednesday, President
Clinton defended what he
called "entirely appropriate" fund-raising methods
that used White House
coffees and overnight visits
to assist in raising campaign funds.
However, 42 percent of
people surveyed in an USA
Today/CNN/Gallup Poll
disagreed with President
allowing
big
Clinton
donors to stay in the Lincoln Bedroom.
Even so, 53 percent stated the issue isn't relevant
to Clinton's character or
the ability he possesses to
run the country.
The poll of 627 adults
were divided 46-42 percent when asked whether
Clinton was cooperating
or covering up.

a

Bv )AKE BuRGEss
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Hearing agenda
Among those testifying
tomorrow's hearing:

A composite drawing of the nlleged rapist involved in a Feb.

at

1 attack on a University student resulted in leads for the

attacker's arrest, but there was no arrest as of press time.
The composite drawing was released to the public last week
brought calls from surrounding areas which provided names
of people authorities feel fit the description of the rapist.
"It is a slow process," said Joe Green, associate director of
Public Safety. "We are doing everything we can do now, but is
a slow process."
'On Feb. 20 Public Safety released information that 13 calls
had been as of Feb. 20 and that six of the callers reported the
name of the same individual. However, that individual has
been eliminated as a suspect.
Joe Green, associate director of Public Safety, said .some of
the suspects are located on campus, but some are from the
Paducah and Trigg County areas.
~e are in the process of elimination," Green said in a Feb.
24 police report sent to the Murray State News.
The alleged rape took place on Feb. 1 in White College parking lot. The alleged victim was getting out of her car when she
was grabbed and thrown to the ground. The alleged rapist ran
when she activated her personal alarm system
The attacker is described ns a white male, six feet tall, with
an athletic build and short brown hair.
Anyone who has information regarding the alleged rapist
Should contact Public Safety at 762-2222.

State of Kentucky
Jody Lassiter. Cabinet Uason

State of Tennessee

Gary Myers, Executive Director
Tenn. Wildlife Resources Agency

LBL Association
Austin Carroll, General Manager
Hopkinsville Electric System

Forest Industry
Bob Bauer
Kentucky Forest Industries Assoc.

Murray State
Joseph Baust
Paul Yambert

County Judges Executive
Terry McKinney, CJE
Lyon County

Land Between the Lakes
Rick Lowe, Resource Management

Former LBL Landowners
Tracy Jordan
Oavld Nickell
Ella Travis
Source: Ed Whitfield's Office

C.D. Bradley/News Editor

Where am I?

Thomas
Auer:
Dean of the Col·
lege of Industry
and Technology
said the plan was
to bring Breathitt
closer to the
University.

WRITER

allow courses to be taken
from Mu rray State via interFormerly associated with
active television.
the Kentucky Department of
"We want to take full
Agriculture, the Breathitt advantage of the staff we
Veterinary Center in Hop- have down there and at the
kinsville is now part of Mur- same time not incur the
ray State University's Col- expense of unnecessary travlege oflndustry and Technol- el." be said. "Our goal is to
ogy.
strengthen the College as
The changeover, which well as the University and
took place July 1 last year, still continue to serve the
came about due to demand agricultural
community
for a closer relationship under the charge that was
between the BVC and the originally given to the
Murray State campus.
Breathitt Veterinary Cen"The idea was to bring the ter."
Breathitt Veterinary Center
Although the BVC is
closer to the University and aligned with the College 'of
align it with a college that Industry ·and Technology,
has similar activities," said the center's staff have sepaDean of the College of Indus- rate faculty rank than other
try and Technology Thomas Murray State staff due to the
Auer. "Our department of fact that they are in a sepaagriculture does have similar rate profession.
activities."
Owen Schroeder, assistant
The BVC has worked close- director of the BVC, says he
ly with Murray State for a thinks the change is a posinumber of years and offers tive move.
internships for seniors.
"The college has gone out of
These interns work with vet- its way to make us feel at
erinarians and may take up home," he said ...There is a
to 17 hours of courses offered closer relationship with the
academics. It was logical to
by the center's staff.
fall
under the College of
Auer thinks a closer relationship with the BVC will Industry and Technology."

Radio listeners in Murray, Mayfield, Benton, Paris
and the surrounding communities will awake on
Monday, March 17, to a
new radio station - FROGGY I03 at I03.7 FM. The
new station becomes this
area's only 24-hour, local
and live country music
outlet.
FROGGY I 03 will consist of the "best and most
country" with new disc
jockeys such as Splash
Gordon, Ben Green and
Tim "the Toadman" Taylor.
The 103.7 FM frequency
was previously occupied
by top 40 station WBLNFM, which moves to 94.7
FM. Programming and personnel of the Blend will
not be affected in t he
change.

•Safety: Investigations into an alleged rape on campus continue with few leads.

I&T

•College of Industry and
Technology: Breathitt
Veterinary Center has
become part of MSU's
College of Industry and
Technology.

Area gets new
radio station

Rape investigation
yields more leads

Seth

Jason Patto n, gr ad uate stud e n t from
C larksville, A rk., uses the Remote Cens-

•Recruiting: MSU again has a
increase in the number of applications for enrollment.
BY BRIAN H ENSON
STAFF

WRITER

For a third consecutive year, the
number of applications for enrollment
to Murray State have increased by a
significant percentage.
According to Director of School Relations Paul Radke, the increase
amounts to nine percent as of Feb. 1.
This figure includes only freshmen
applications. Since transfer and graduate students tend to apply much later,
there are no figures to indicate a
change in their application numbers
from last academic year.
Housing applications are also up a

comparable percentage to the number
offreshman applications. However, it's
still too early to know if any colleges
will sustain a significant increase in
enrollment. Presently there is no indication of a major change.
Also, the University boasts the highest student retention figures in the
state, which aids in enrollment
growth.
There are several factors that may
help explain MSU's increasing popularity with high school seniors and
their families.
"I think we've continued to recruit
very aggressively," said Vice President
of Student Affairs Don Robertson.
"The reputation of MSU has been
enhanced over the last couple of years.
We're becoming a college of choice."
Radke ecbo~d Robertson's com-

Paul Radke:
Head of School Relations
s:ald the University might
have to seriously consider
limiting enrollment if the
necessary funding does not
come through.

ments.
"Over the past two years, MSU has
made student recruitment a priority,"
he said. "Murray State is a wonderful
institution. It's an easy institution to
promote to students and family."
Radke and Robertson maintain that
the University will be ready for another population increase, at least for the
1997-98 academic year. However, the
state government, which is responsible
)

• e

w<nt ez

a

J:

ing Center's Global Positioning System
unit in the Quadrangle last W ednesday.

Number of applications rises again

Compiled by Joson Yates,
staff writer.
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Dixon/Staff

~
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for making the allocations needed by
MSU to accommodate the students,
may have the final say.
"If this (growth) trend continues,
funding has to follow," Robertson said
"We're the only Kentucky college with
increase of enrollment and we have a
higher retention rate than any other
institution in the state. We should be
rewarded for that."
Radke also expressed concerns for
Murray State if the necessary funding
does not come through.
"We're going to have to make some
tough decisions as a University," he
said. "We'll seriously have to look at
capping enrollment at Murray State if
we don't get government funding. We
may also have to consider raising
admissions standards. Right now, I'm
not sure."

Ne-ws
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SGA senators get perks
of promoting cooperative
efforts for the general welfare
of the University community."
The SGA is composed of the
Student Senate, the Judicial
Board, the University Center
Board, and any other boards
jASON YATES
or
agencies created in accorSTAfF WRIT£R
dance with the by-Laws.
There are four officers of the
What does the president of
the ·student Government SGA including the president,
Association do? How does the vice president, secretary, and
SGA affect the student body? treasurer of the student senThese are just a couple of the ate.
The president is the chief
questions that students need
answered as the SGA elections executive officer of the SGA.
'rhe president's powers and
on April 8-9 draw nearer.
According to the SGA consti- duties include serving as prestution: "The purposes of the ident of the student senate
Student Government Associa- and serving as an ex-office
tion are to promote the wel- member of all SGA commitfare, growth, and development tees, councils, and boards
of student life in an environThe vice president serves as
ment of academic excellence, the vice president of the of the
to represent the s tudents in senates and as chairman of
all phases of administrative the University Center Board.
effort, and to provide a means
The secretary is responsible

-8GA: SGA senators get
many privileges with their
positions, but Derrick
Somerville says this is not
the reason to join SGA.

for all SGA ~ecords and documents and records the minutes at student senate and
UCB meetings.
The treasurer is required to
collect, account, and disburse
all SGA funds.
The student senate is composed of two elected senators
from each academic college,
two freshmen senators, six atlarge senators, and one senator from each residential college.
Rights of the student senate
include the power to pass resolutions, bills, rules, and regulations that are necessary to
improve conditions of the University.
SGA President Derrick
Somerville believes that students should consider getting
involved with the SGA.
"It is important for people to
in some way be of service to
others in the community," he

said. "SGA provides an opportunity to develop leadership
skills and to become intimately familiar with the administration of an 80 million dollar
institution."
Members of the SGA receive
certain privileges after being
election. All members with an
University board meal plan
are allowed to eat in the Troom without regard to classification. Also, senators and
chairperson are paid $75 a
month.
"All members earn their
privileges," Somerville said.
"Many of us put in 25 to 40
hours worth of work per
week."
"The SGA is not the place for
someone looking for a free
ride," he said. "The SGA is the
place for an individual who
wants to improve and effect
the system and is wi11ing to
work to do so.

Students involved in conference
Students topics," said Fred Miller, director
can make presentations at of Global Studies programs and
on international affairs at 'professor of marketing, said.
Senior Jessica Stowe will be conthe Global Conference for ducting a presentation on InternaStudy Abroad.
tional Business Communications
-conference:

BY BRANDl W IUIAMS
STAFF WRITER

Several students are getting a
chance to show their intelligence
in international affairs.
Students who have developed
internationally-related research
projects in various classes will be
allowed to share their findings at
the Global Conference for Study
Abroad.
"It is an opportunity for students to present their academic
work on global and international

and Latin American Cultural Theory. The basis of her presentation
is to show that not all Latin Amer·
ican countries are the same.
"My focus is mainly on Argentina and to make people more cul·
turally aware on how they are not
like other Latin American countries," Stowe said.
Stowe thinks the conference is a
good idea.
"1 am involved in the conference
because I get credit towards class,
plus I think it is a really good
experience," Stowe said.

"Hopefully it will give people a
broader perspective, and give
them a better picture of a place
they have never been before,"
Stowe said
Stowe will also be presenting a
photographic exhibition at the
conference titled South American
Collective Portraits. These photos
were taken in different areas of
South America such as Argentina,
Bolivia, and Peru.
Senior Stephanie Matthews will
be giving a presentation on immi·
gration in France.
"' am planning on going to graduate school, and a project like this
will help me in some of the things
I will do as a graduate student,"
'Matthews said,"Also, I am really
interested in sharing my resea.rdl

on French people and this is a
good way for me to do it."
Mathews says the conference
should be informative.
"I think that the conference will
give people a chance to experience
other cultures that they could not
come in contact every day," she
said.
The conference is sponsored by
the Center for International Pro·
grams, the Global Studies degree
programs, International Student
Support Committee, International
Student Organization, and the
Veterans of International Study
Abroad.
The conference will be held in
the Curris Center and the stu·
dents will be allowed 10 minutes
for their presentations.

3
Police Bea/
February 20
12:31 p .m. Ambulance dispatched to the Curris Center for a person who
was passed out. They were transported to Murr~y-Catloway County Hospi·
tal.

February 21

•

1 :55 a.m. A male reported being assaulted between Oakhurst and Sparks
Hall. The attack is under investigation.
6:03 a.m. Fire alarm at Public Safety was set off by malfunction.
10:27 a.m. Heather Lacey reported theft of a vehicle license plate while
parked at Stewart Stadium parking lot.
11:43 a.m. Elderly man fell down the steps at Racer Arena. The person left
before the officer arrived.
9:29 p.m. Auto accident rewported at Curris Center parking lot. No Injuries
were reported.

February 22
9:45 p.m. Noise complaint reported at the 1200 Block of College Courts
parking area. No one was found when officer arrived.
11:38 p.m. Report of noise comolaint lnthe 100 Block of College Courts.

February 23
4:30 p.m. Auto accident at Stewart Stadium parking lot. No were injuries
reported.
8:41 p.m. Regents College reported a trash can fire in the lobby. The fire
was put out by staff.
9:32 p.m. Hester College reported a fire alarm. Third floor detector was
pulled from the wall.

February 24
11:22 a.m.

Domestic problem reported on University Drive. Dispute
resolved.
8:35 p.m. Hart College reported a theft in of a bicycle in front of the build·
ing.
10:24 p.m. Elizabeth College fire alarm was set off. No fire was found. Sec·
ond floor smoke detector set off.

February 25
5:12 p.m. Noise complaint reported at 100 Block College Courts.
6:42 p.m. Personal property was reported stolen in Carr Health Building.

Racer Escorts- 68
Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by Jake Burgess,
assistant news editor, from matetjals avallab1e to the Public Safery 9f(iee.

627 N . Lindell
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CoUege Night
with Devan Steel

Thirsty Thursday
Win a free keg of beer!
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Congratulations to the 1997-98

Order at Omega Officers
VI CE PRESIDENT - M ELON¥ STAMBAUGH
S ECRETA RY - S UZANNE REISS

TREASURER - E MIJ:.Y Fo~BES
S PECIAL E VENTS

JEFF WILSON
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-....
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ViewPoint.

4
College V'ieu).">'

Q•

Would you be willing

to pay more to live in new
•

dorms?
Name: Marcie
Mendenhall

Major: Political
Science
Year: Freshman

Hometown:
South Fulton,
Tenn.

· ,.Yes, because the quality
would be better."

The Murray State News
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New plans have great potential
After nearly three years of anticipation, Woods Hall was set to be renovated, however plans have changed
once again. But this time it could be
for the better.
Because of f'mancial problems the
Board of Regents approved motions
to convert the old residential hall
into a building for academic use.
The bad news is it will be a while
longer before construction will begin
on any new residential colleges. The
good news is the alternative plan for
new residential colleges.
Kern Alexander hopes to replace
the current residential colleges with
smaller buildings holding only 50 to

Name: Curtis

Our l7iezo

- - - -- -- - - - - - - -

Issue:
Woods Hall will be renovated for
academic use instead of previous
plans for a residential college

Position:
T-he new plan for addition residential colleges is excellent and should
begin as soon as possible.
60 students. The new buildings
would fit nicely into the residential
college system, acting as many independent communities.

~

\1~t~t.~ KU\t\1\L~
TDE~1 J.lL

Baker

Major:
Psychology
Year: Freshman

residents. Maybe they had no idea
they were so ahead of their time
because the residents of Woods had
captured the essence of the residential college system.
It will take years to complete the
new plan, but it will be well
worth it.
But, will it actually happen? It
took three years to decide that renovating Woods Hall was not economical. That is not a very promising
beginning. It is essential that these
new plans are put into effect as soon
as possible.

The financial end of the deal is
also quite appealing. Isn't that a
basic theme in business; getting
more, costing less?
Everything sounds too perfect.
But, if things go as planned, ultimatley the students would be the
ones who benifit from the change of
plans.
Woods Hall is said to have acted
like its own community long before
the University organized it that way.
At the time of its close only a handful of people were living there. Without having a president, or their own
council, they acted independently to
organized different events for their
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Greenfield, Tenn.

"Only if It has
bigger rooms, suites and carpeted floors."
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21st

UP

brings
end of
youth

Quarles

Major: Business
Management
Year: Sophomore

Hometown:
Cadiz

Name: Matt
McBride

Major: Manufacturing engineering
Year: Freshman

Hometown:
Granite City, Ill.

"It depends on
how nice it was. So far Hester
has been fine.''

Name: Angel Bell
Major: Elementary Education
Year: Sophomore

Governor must listen
Governor Paul Patton will be
visiting Murray State University
this Monday.
Hopefully, he will bring with
him an open mind.
Instead of listening to a presentations by Alexander the meeting
will consist of a round-table discussion. The group will be made
up of 15 people from the administration and the community.
Alexander has a list of goals for
the University that Patton should
hear. With the right su pport these
visions could become a reality.
Some of the goals are not only for
the University, but deal with
statewide higher education.

Ideally, the round table format
will promote free discussion and
exchange of ideas. The administration, the community and even
Patton himself could gain insight
on how to work together.
It should not be difficult in a
round-table
discussion
for
Alexander to make a fuw points
on the University goals.
However, the detailed vision
statement that Alexander had
prepared would have covered all
t he major points he wanted to
make and been precise in doing
so.
In a best case scenario, Patton
will listen and comment on how

these goals can be achieved.
•
However all too often these discussions resolve too little. Topics
move too rapidly to detail any one
issue.
'When Patton visits Murray
State has its chance to outline
what it needs and what it hopes
to have one day
Governor Patton, listen intently
everything you hear at the discussion.
Hopefully you will leave with
some goals of you own for
improvements here and at other
Universities in the state. We welcome you and hope you continue
close contact with our University.

Hometown:
Hopkinsville
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"No, because
tuition is
already too high."
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Ethiopia, one of the most
ancient.
You see, Christianity is a
worldwide faith, proclaimed
by its Founder to be the sole
To the editors:
spiritual answer for every
person everywhere.
When believers in Christ
I find it amazing that Mr.
evangelize,
it is not to spread
Barker of the sociology
"Western
American"
culture,
Department has such a small
it
is
to
spread
the
word
of
understanding of Christiani·
Christ,
a
message
of
univerty. First of all, Christianity is
not a religion of "Western sal application. Indeed,
America has only been the
American" culture.
Christianity has its home in home of missions for two centhe East, and the deepest turies, other nations were the
roots of Christianity theology evangelistic centers prior to
are from the areas now that. In fact, there are today
known as Turkey, Palestine, almost as many if not more,
and North Africa. The Wise evangelical Christian misMen came from Persia to seek sionaries who bail from the
the baby Jesus; Jesus was cir- "third world," particularly
cumcised and dedicatea in from Korea.
I am will aware of Christhe Temple at Jerusalem.
tianity's
ability to destroy
Christ was an oriental Jew,
indigenous
culture
my
as were all of his apostles,
father's
Celt
and
Pict
ancesincluding the Apostle Paul.
Christ's cross was carried tors were blue-painted savfor him by Simon, a Crenian, ages before their homelands
who many scholars believe were evangelized, and my
was a black African. The first mother's German tribal
great historian of the church ancestors were pretty savage
was Dr. Luke, a Greek. One of as well. I am personally very
the early converts to Chris- glad that brave souls (and it
tianity was the Ethiopian took brave souls indeed) took
eunuch, a black African-Cop- the Word of God to my ancestie tradition has it that he tors. I am much happier that
founded the church in someone took it to me 24

Christianiy's
b irthpla ce is not in
"Western" culture

WOLF

/
/

Name: Danna

,.Yeah, because
it would be brand new and you
wouldn't have to worry about
repairs."
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years ago when I was a 20th
century savage in my own
right.
The condescending tone of
Mr. Barder's letter was objectionable. Christians are neither universally arrogant, nor
are we naive about the world.
I certainly am not a man
ignorant of he world; I spent
20 years in the US military,
have lived in other cultures,
and have a Master of Science
degree in International Relations.
Christians are not culturally ignorant, we simply have
an absolute belief system. I
applaud the courage and conviction of the young students
who have expressed their
faith in letters to this paper.
It warms my heart to see
young believers with a com. mitment and a voice.
The bottom line is this: the
mission and sole reason for
existence of all Christian
churches, whatever their flavor, iA to follow the "great
commission" of Christ to go
into all the world and make
disciples of every nation. We
are, by our very nature, an
e-.·angelical and evangelistic
faith. When churches cease to
be evangelistic, they become a
hollow shell.

That is perhaps why many
mainline denominations are
dwindling away while more
evangelical groups grow at
exponential rates. What Mr.
Barker is asking of us is to
stop being Christians. We do
not agree that "all belief systems are equally valid,"
because our Founder taught
otherwise. And, we are not
being "arrogant," we are only
following the orders of the
One who said, "I am THE
way, THE truth, and THE
life, no man cometh unto the
Father except by me."
Charles Buntin
Licensed Baptist Preacher

The Murray State News
welcomes
commentaries and letters to the
editor. Letters should be
300 words or less and
must be signed. Contributors should include
addresses and phone
numbers for verification.The News reserves
the right to edit for style
and length.

Monday is my 21st birthday.
That may not mean a whole
lot to some people, but it means
a lot to me, and not just
because I can legally visit
liqp.or stores and stay in The
Apple pest it's bedtime or 9:30
p.m.
To most being 21 symbolizes
the true end of youth.
No longer am I categorized in
that stagnate, painful stage of
half-youth, half-adult which
my 18th birthday so happily
dumped me in.
I'm legal!
I'm considered human by the
adult world.
I'm ready to make my way in
life.
Granted, I sat in the newsroom crafting body parts out of
Play-Doh last night. I have a
passion for Disney movies. I
like ice cream.
So where do these memories
of my wonderful youth go? Into
the dusty depths of my tnind,
to be forgotten like some phooo;.
graph books or old trophies? Or:
should I simply be like scores
of semi-adults who refuse grow
up and thus succumb to the
Peter Pan Syndrome?
I'm ready to be 21. I'm ready
to grow up, and I'm ready for
life.
And I won't have to forget myself, my youth, or who I
am. I'll always love Disney,
and ice cream, no matter how
hard I try, will probably always
remain my favorite food.
Youth is a necessity in the
adult world. It's what kee~
laughter, bright colors and
Play-Doh staples in American
life.
It's a Merry-Go-Round whirl··
wind that begins with birth. It
doesn't have to end when we
tum 18 or even 21.
As long as adults remember
that life is more than just a
nine-to-five job, laundry and
ca,r payments, youth will
always be needed.
Life is learning. We learn as
we go, and we learn as we
grow. Its about steps, the ones
we took as babies and the ones
we continue to take in our
quest for perfection.
I know I'll remember this.
While I'm working on a tough
article for a paper or trying to
scrounge enough money from
the couch cushions for milk, I'll
stop for a moment and I11 pull
out one of those memories from
the darkness of my mind.
And maybe, just maybe, ru
smile.

•
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Marijuana use a victimless crime
This week another person was added to the
growing prison population of the United States.
They didn't commit murder or rape. They didn't
bludgeon anyone in the head or slash anyone
with a razor blade. They did something that did
not hurt a single person in the world. In fact,
under no circumstances has this heinous act
ever banned a solitary soul. The person in question did something that many of us at Murray
State do. This person smoked a joint.
Because of this harmless act, my friend has to
go to jail. And this person is not alone among
Murray State students. Many of us have gone to
jail for the same reason. All I wonder is why?
Why is it that the federal government spends,
according to former U.S. Surgeon General M.
Joceylen Elders, $1.2 billion annually to keep
approximately 40,000 Americans incarcerated
for non-violent marijuana offenses?
According to the FBI, in 1994, 491,098 people
were arrested for marijuana offenses, 80 percent
of which were for possession alone. Now this
harsh reality has hit home with my friend's jail
sentence.
Who among the University population can
actually make a valid statement in support of

In My OjJinion
SHAUN H AILEY

the illegality of marijuana? I doubt anyone can
give any scientifically grounded reason to make
marijuana use a crime. Even the New England
Journal of Medicine has come forth in recent
weeks to support the use of marijuana for medical purposes. The constituency of California and
Arizona came out in favor of Proposition 215 to
legalize pot for medicinal use as well
If you try smokin' up in the "privacy" of your
residential college room for any reason, medical
or otherwise, your friendly drug-sniffin RA will
be right there dialing up "2222." Before you can
say "it's cashed," the ole' boys in blue will be
right there cuffing your wrist. No, you didn't
hurt anyone, not even yourself. Or did you?

Maybe its the secondhand smoke. You are in jail,
aren't you?
Pay no mind, of course, to the fact that it was
made illegal by overzealous politicians caught up
in a wave of tabloid fanaticism created by
William Randolph Hearst, the infamous yellow
journalist. So instead of created a law against a
dangerous activity, a law was made to make a
non-dangerous activity dangerous.
Jail ain't the cushy, easy place that proponents
of prison reform crack it up to be. You are sharing close quarters with murderers, thieves ·and
rapists. Of course, they probably won't be in
there as long as the pot smoker will be.
Again, Elders notes the oddity of the "Drug
War." She states that the average sentences for
drug offenses are longer than those for larceny,
rape, and manslaughter. Just think, that rapist
running around campus won't suffer too much as
long as the cops don't find him taking a toke
when he is caught.
What has the "Drug War" gotten us? It has
given us a prison population that is too large for
us to handle. It, according to Dr. Elders' data,
has helped America jail a higher percentage of

its citizenry than Russia under communism and
South Mrica under apartheid. It has pushed
marijuana use into the same marketplace as
heroin and cocaine, which increases the availability of these dangerous and addictive drugs
(cocaine is legal for medicinal use, by the way.)
The incarcerated marijuana user not only suffers the actual incarceration, but also the terrible stigma associated with jail time. His employment opportunities upon release are diminished
due to the prevailing attitudes of misguided
employers who feel, due to the large scale misinformation campaigns of groups like employers
who feel, due to the large scale misinformation
campaigns of groups like Partnership for a Drug
Free Americ;a, that marijuana users are either
not good workers of pose safety threats to other
employees. This is what the American government's taxpayer-fueled "Drug War" has accomplished.
Maybe it isn't the pot that is making people ·
paranoid after all-it's the government.

•

Shaun Hailey is a junior philosophy major from
Mayfield

Women legally violent
"Rugby -created by men, perfectrugby seem even more fun. My
ed by women."
.
In My
father's reaction was, "Do you
That was the catch phrase for
know how to play rugby?"
OfJinion
Saturday night's bash with the
When I answered negatively he
men and women's teams. The
laughed and said, "I can see some
woman's team was added this year
broken bones in the future." When
KATE ROBBINS
as a club sport and many people
I said I wasn't going to get hurt, he
are surprised to find out just bow
said, "Oh no, not you ...your oppotough girls can be.
nents."
"I was in a big pileup and in a lot
'2\lthough I'm going into spring
of pain, then I looked down and
break
looking like I was beaten
saw a girl under me," said one thing but take it easy on us on Satwith
a
lead pipe, I can honestly
member of the men's team. "She urday. Many of the guys said that
say
rugby
is worth it. The feeling I
just got up and started running they forgot to. It's all part of trainhave
while
on the field is indeagain though. I am seriously ing, and getting accustomed to the
scribable.
It's
pure determination,
sport.
impressed with y'all."
From a personal viewpoint, I pride, confusion and love for the
If you look to the field behind
Winslow and Hester every Tues- love playing. When l'm out on the sport. Jt all mixes into o~e, and we
day and Thursday nights around 7 field, I can barely feel the hits I become a team. We've got a good
p.m., you will see what looks like take. The next day, however, is a team and we work bard. We love
chaos and unnecessary violence. A completely different story. The the rush of tackling someone, or
closer look will reveal 15 muddy morning after a rough practice, my watching someone make a good
individuals working as a team to roommate and I always with that play. Most of us came out to try
learn a tough new sport. In the Hart College had bathtubs suit- something new, and now we all
beginning few of us had any clue able for use with Flexall 454. We have something in common. We
how to play, but with our. first get up and count the new bruises love rugby.
game less than two weeks away and compare them, then feel for
Oh yeah, don't call us girls. As a
(March 8th), we've been buckling any bumps on the head. This only matter of fact, don't call us at all.
down.
adds to the fun of playing. Every We11 call you.
Practicing with the guys from time someone tells us we're crazy
MSU and Paducah gives us an for playing, we only think how Kate Robbins is a freshman from
edge, I think. because we'll be used tough we are.
Chicago. Jenne Jones, also a freshto the pigger hits. Especially the
Convincing our parents made man, co·wrote the article.
Paducah club, since they did any-

Cow's can teach lessons
Dance team finishes
rewarding season
This year's Racer girl dance team bas
been like no other before it. The students of
Murray State University actually come to
watch us and they enjoy what they see.
Sometimes, I wonder if people actually
realize how much we practice. We practice
three days a week, which equals a total of
10 hours a week. We also condition every
morning from 6 to 7a.m. And no, we do not
get paid.
The week we returned to school, we practiced 20 hours in three days. Our
reward.was early-late dining and T-room
priviledges.
The Racer Girls practice enormous
amounts of hours, and recieve nothing.
Some people would say that this is our
choice, and this is true. But, dance is an art
fonn and it takes talent to perfect it.
On ESPN, the Universal Dance Association's nationals are broadcast every year,
showing the best squads and how bard they
have worked. The truth is, we could be one
of those squads with a little support.

In My Opinion
KARSIA
SLAUGHTER

Thank vou to all of those who have supported us this season. Although there are
no more games this season, our practices
are not over. Every week we will train for
competitions. We are very sure that next
season will be even more rewarding.
The love I have for the girls on the
team,and the love that we share with each
other is probably more valuable than anything anyone could give us. And that, in the
longrun, is our reward.
Karsia Slaughter is a freshman from Hopkinsville. Additional information was provided by Chassity Sanders a freshman from
Livingston.

I sold some matches for a dollar
one night to buy a burger at Hardee's when they were two for $2.
I went in with only 20 cents, but
I knew something would come up.
Last summer I decided not to
get a job. 1 went on a cruise then
spent all my savings to support
my summer of leisure. Before I
left for college, I sold my car to
support myself through the first
semester. I had no clue what I
would do when that ran out.
Despite my morals, I had to get
a job. I had planned on leeching
off my parents for as long as I
could. I still grovel to them for
money but I think they've started
screening their calls.
It is an age old theme that college students are poor. I guess
beer was never cheap.
Some people are terrified by the
thought of not having any money.
For those people I have a story
that offers a bit of hope, it's about
a cow.
When my parents were first
married they had no money. They
were typical young people forgetting to save for a rainy day.
One day my Granny called to
say she was coming in for a visit.
This sent my mother into hysterics because they didn't have
money to buy enough food for two
extra people. She cried for hours.
My parents had no idea of what to

(Farley) brings a city boy out to
the country to go cow tipping. If
In My
you didn't see the film, Farley
falls in the mud and was subseCJj.JinioJl
quently rinsed off with gas as he
sang "I'm a maniac"
jENNIFER
Did the cow complain? I think
SACHARNOSKI
not.
It seems to me that all cows do
is give to others, and I'm not just
referring to the money that my
mother speaks of.
do.
When my grandparents arrived
Ponder a day without Kahlua
that night they brought bagsfull of and milk, ice cream, leather belts,
groceries. They also handed my boots and purses. And don't forget
mom a check for $500. The day a nice medium rare steak.
before they had sold a cow that my
Each day cows give of themparents had recieved for a wed- selves to make others (us) happyding present. (She's from Ten- a trait society as a whole has
nessee, I thought it made sense.) seemingly abandonded.
Whenever I am upset about
As of late everyone seems to be
money, or lack there of, my mom complaining about something.
tells me that someone will sell a Whether it be the pre spring
cow for me. Even though I don't break tan that isn't quite perfect,
own livestock, I believe her.
or the leather coat that is too
I must admit I have never expensive in the J . Peterman catmilked a cow, but that does not alog.
mean I cannot share with you
My mom meant well, but it's not
their significance.
the link between the cow and
Sure cows eat grass all day, and money that I treasure it's the
after a snow storm they inevitably lifestyle. Cows are carefree and
have to bury their nose in that and giving and so shall I be.
cold stuff for a meal, but they
never complain.
Cows also have to stay outdoors
in the rain, and be made fun of by Jennifer Sachamoski is the ViewChris Farley in the film Tommy point Editor for the Murray State
Boy. You know, the part when he News.
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With increasing emphasis being placed on the educational system in America today, more parents are finding
poor performance and lack of funding to have serious implications on their children. Home schooling is just one
of many alternatives to mainstream education.

Home schooling alternative to traditional education
individualized basis. Others feel it
hinders the educational system and
causes socially inept children.

BY MANDY WoLF
~SSOCIATE EDITOR

John woke up to his alarm clock.
Like any norma113-year-old, he hit
the snooze button and snuggled back
under the covers to catch five more
minutes of precious sleep.
He heard his father preparing for
work in the next room, and heard his
mother in the bathroom.
It wasn't long before she was in the
room, however, chastising her son for
sleeping too long. He had to get ready
for school, of course, and his teacher
wouldn't be happy if he was late.
He rolled out of bed, got dressed
and brus hed his teeth, grabbed his
backpack and ball cap and ran down
the stairs - to the kitchen table,
where he promptly sat down for a
bowl of cereal, and a geometry lesson.
Such is the idea of home schooling,
an educational alterative to public
and private schools.
And many families are opting to do
this - an estimated half-million students are currently being taught at
home, usually by a parent.
Years ago, home schooling was illegal in most states, although the U.S.
Supreme Court has never ruled on
the issue of home schooling.
Public issue is divided on home
school. Some feel it is their religious
right and gives them freedom to
teach their children at a slower, more

Party of five
Dawn Stockwell, a Murray resident, is one mother who feels home
schooling helps her children.
As a mother of five, Stockwell
began teaching her children after taking her eldest son, Ben, out of public
school during his second grade year.
"He seemed to be having a problem
in school as far as doing papers,
etcetera," she said. "I just felt he wasn't getting the individual attention he
deserved and needed in public
school.•
Stockwell began teaching Ben at
home.
Later, Shara was born and was also
taught at home.
Now 11, Shara and five-year-olds
Caleb and Keilah have never bad the
experience of attending organized
school. Zachary, who is two-and-ahalf, is not yet in school, but will also
be taught at home.
"My children are not socially
deprived in any way, shape or form,"
Stockwell said.
Stockwell said all of the children
have friends through church and
their neighborhood, as well as other
home-schooled children.
The Stockwell children use a variety of curriculum material, including

"I don't really feel
its going to hinder
them in any way if
they were to further
their education at a
university or trade
school. "
-DAWN STocKWELL. MOTHER
AND TEACHER OF

FlvE

CD-Rom programs, books and television programs on KET.
"I use a variety of different tools
from a variety of different sources,"
Stockwell said. "That way, if one
doesn't have something I'm teaching,
I can find the material in another."
The children do not begin school at
any certain time during the day,
which allows for a more relaxed, lessstructured atmosphere.
The older children, Ben and Share
usually work on their own and ask
their mother questions when needed.
This allows Stockwell to work more
closely with the five-year-olds.
"They can't work individually a8
the older ones can," she said.
Stockwell said home schooling has
allowed her children to receive individual attention they might not otherwise receive in a more traditional
school setting.

"I really don't feel it's going to hinder them in any way if they were to
further their education at a university or trade school," Stockwell said.
Many public school systems use
cooperative programs with home
school parents.
Martin Jacobs, coordinator of the
undergraduate program in elementary and secondary education, said he
tried to work closely with parents
who opted to home school during his
16 years as a teacher and public
school administrator.
"As an educator, I've advocated
public and private schools all my
life," Jacobs said. "People who have
home schooled I've always tried to
encourage them.,.
Jacobs said it is important to look
at the effectiveness of home schooling
and the abilities of those students
who graduate from home schools.
"They have to leave being able to
succeed; he said.
At the University level, being home
schooled can have effects on scholarships and loans.

Scholarships
Carmen Garland, director of
University scholarships, said her
office looks closely at each individual
case of home-schooled scholarship
applicants.
"It is really a difficult situation simply because it is new enough not to

have a basis made for it,• she said.
Most scholarships are granted on
the basis of competitive achievement
and extracurricular activities, as well
as leadership roles in these areas.
"'ncreasingly, as more and more
home-schooled students apply, we
will have to look more intensely at
standards for applications," Garland
said.

Admissions
Phil Bryan, dean of admissions,
said his office must look closely at the
applications of home-schooled students to determine academic ability.
"Everybody's given the same scrutiny in admi~sions," he said.
Admissions officials require homeschooled applicants to provide documentation of the classes they have
completed, especially laboratory science classes.
"We know what regular students
have taken because of their schools'
accreditations," Bryan said.
\

Although there are only a few
home-schooled students at Murray
State, there are usually several applicants, and they can be turned down
for admission to the University.
So what the future of home
schooling?
If the 500,000-plus home-schooled
children is any proof, the numbers
will rise in the next few years.

is

Not-so perfect
University student says home schooling damaged his educational success chances
BY CHRISTINE HALL
STAFF WRITER

Last year, Sam Kohlhaas did
something that he had never
done before - he went to
school away from home.
The sophomore from Cadiz
began his quest for a degree in
animal health technology at
Murray State after years of
learning at home while working in the family business.
Originally from Vermont,
Kohlhaas worked at home as a
woodburner with his parents
and four younger brothers.
Although home schooling
may sound like the perfect scenario to some, Kohlhaas thinks

otherwise.
"Once I get into advanced
things in class, it goes over my
head and I don't understand,"
he said. "A basic day (when he
was home schooling) was
whatever my parents felt like
we needed to do and we did it."
Kohlhaas, who works at the
West Kentucky Expo Center
and is involved with the MSU
rodeo team, said his lack of
formal education has affected
his education and presented
some challenges.
"I will never get through
chemistry because I have
never seen any of the equations and problems before," he
said. "Right now I have a 2.14

Sam
Kohlhaas:
Murray State stu·
dent. Kohlhaas
was home
schooled while
working with his
family.

GPA and I'm struggling. It's
going to be a hard trip back
up."
Kohlhaas said he missed out
on more tha.n classroom learning during his years working
at home.
"I have lost social skills by
not being able to go to school,"
J:te said. "Th~ people at the

Expo Center say that I am
easy to get along with, but I
am shy sometimes because I
have not had much contact
with friends. At home I didn't
have a lot of friends."
However, Kohlhaas said he
has adjusted to the freedom of
college life.
"When I came to Murray
State, I could walk around
campus alone and just have
freedom," he said. "If I did that
at home it would mean trouble."
Kohlhaas revealed that his
home-life was something he is
not proud of.
"Several times, my brothers
and I tried to run away," he

said. "' have left home now
and I'm here all year and stay
at friends' houses when they
kick us out of the dorms."
One person whom Kohlhaas
feels has had a positive influence on him has been his
roommate.
"He is the one person that I
can really call my 'brother,m he
said.
Kohlhaas said he does not
recommend home schooling to
others.
"I wouldn't recommend it
unless they had parents that
were really dedicated to sitting
down and teaching them
things," he said.
One of the things Kohlhaas

realizes about his days at
home is that he mostly did
nothing.
· "Idle hands are a devil's
playground," he said. "1 never
had anything to do and if I did,
it was usually boring. Until I
was 18, my life never amounted to anything."
Kohlhaas believes it will
take time for his educational
skills to reach the level they
need to be.
"A mind that learns will
become a developed one, but
when the mind stays stagnant
for so long and then must work
at a level that it is not used to,
it takes longer to learn,'" he
said.

New-s
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Board of Regents
gives Web rules
•Internet: Board of
Regents has established
guidelines for Web pages
on the University internet
system.
BY jOHN

K.

MOORE

STAFF WRITER

The Murray State University Board of Regents officially
adopted web page publishing
guidelines during their regular meeting Friday. These
guidelines apply to anyone at
Murray State who chooses to
publish web documents using
University resources.
1
"Guidelines were created to
provide guidance to members
of the University community
seeking to develop and publish web pages," said Linda
Miller, director of academic
computing and technology
servtces.
The Regents accepted guidelines written by the Information •rechnology Adv1sory
Committee (ITAC) in May
1996.

The committee, consisting of
one member representing
each academic area, major
administrative offices as well
as two#students, reviews and
identifies technology issues on
campus.
Inaividual web pages are
encouraged and may be created by any faculty, staff or student who has an MSU
account. However, pages are
the responsibility of the individual.
One point stressed is
approval for web pages.
Approval is obtained from web
coordinators, who are appointed by the vice presidents and
deans for major University
areas in each college. The web
coordinators verify copyrights
and check pages for guideline
Instructional,
conformity.
research or individual pages
are exempt from approval.
The basic publishing guidelines stress the positive promotion of Murray State to the
public including other universities, prospective students
and families, accrediting

agencies, funding agencies
and the media.
Instructional or research
pages may include course
materials (such as syllabi ),
class assignments, or information related to research
grants, current or planned
research.
In addition to using web
pages, several faculty members have set up list serves or
news groups for some courses.
The use of individual pages
for commercial purposes or
illegal use is prohibited,
according to the guidelines.
Also, a standard disclaimer
should appear on an individual's home page or any other
page designed as an alternate
point of entry to the University.
A copy of the guidelines and
where to obtain information
related to web design or the
use of Hyper Text Mark-up
Language (HTML) is available at the Academic Computing & Technology Services
home
page
located
at
http://www. mursuky .edulacts.
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Born to be wild

Chris Weatherly/Staff

Eric McDanial, sophomore from Evansville, Ind., and Eric McKee, sopho more

fro m Murray, cruise past Sparks Hall on a
love ly spring day.

Facilities Management mourns the death of worker
•Staff:
Stephen
G.
Richardson, a facilitles
management staff person,
died at his home in Cadiz
of natural causes.
BY SARAH W IGHT
Cot.uCE LIFE EDITOR

Murray State lost a valued
faculty member Feb. 12.
Stephen G. Richardson,

associate director of buildings
St even
and equipment maintenance,
Richa rdson:
Griselda Adams.
died at his home in Cadiz of
a co-worker
natural causes.
called Richardson
Richardson
had
been
"a Christian man
employed at Murray State
who believed in
since May 1987.
doing thin&s right,
whatever the
Griselda Adams, adminiscost."
t~ative secretary of Facilities
Management worked with just as a co-worker but also a
Richardson for almost ten fJie~c!·
years. She thouglit of him ·not
"I've never had a better

friend," Adams said. "Stephen
was very dear to me. He was
compassionate, honest, sincere, caring about the welfare
ofthe people around him. You
might label Stephen as n good
Samaritan. He was a Christian man who believed in
doing things right, whatever
the cost."
Chris Hanley, accounts
payable clerk, also thought

highly of Richardson.
"The world would be a much
better place if there were
more people like Stephen
Richardson," he said.
Survivors include his wife,
Anne; two daughters, Rachel
and Cristina, Cadiz; two sisters, Vicki Wilkins, "E lizabethtown, and
Jean.maire
Schmeltzer, Lawrenceburg,
Ind.: his paternal grandmoth-

er, Ila J . Richardson, Radcliff;
one uncle; one aunt; three
nieces and four nephews.
Expressions of sympathy
can be made in the form of
contributions to the Emmaus
Community, P.O. Box 1367,
Mur ray Ky. 42071; or the
Stephen Richardson Scholarship Fund, do Trigg County
Farmers Bank, P.O. Box 500,
Cadiz, Ky. 42211.

New course on.ing:
Pizza Hur> 101

~lpha

Pos.s1blv the easiest course in the curriculum. This course is intended to provide a
basic understanding of how LO satisfy a senous hunger while preserving your budget
and your L.aSte budS. (This course requires a very small fee.)

•

President-- Megan Kelly
Vice-President of Administration --Jill Kennedy
Vice-President of Education-- Amberly Wallis
Recording Secretary-- Leigh Bobo
Corresponding Secretary- Chase Smith,
Treasurer - Laura Wild
Chapter Relations- Elizabeth Harris
New Member Education- Sarah Clark
Rush -- Sandy Stone
Panhellenic Rush -- Alison Hill
Panhellenic Voting Delegate -- Amberly McLemore
Public Relations -- Alyson McNutt
Philanthropic- Emily Forbes
Ritual-- Jennifer Gibson & Kacey Buchanon
Scholarship- Kris Crichton
Social -- Kerrie Allen & Angie Butler
Alumni Relations-- Catherine Weems
Corporation - Sarah Sterchi

Assistant Leaders Council
Check Your Local Yellow Pages·
for the Pizza Hut• Restaurant Nearest You.

r--------- -----r--------------~------- ------~
GnL\T SA\'1:\GS
GRE,\T llE.\1.
L\HGE I> E.\1.

$3an~ff~ '2a2ff
Large j Medium
Pizza!
Pizza!

Large Specialty
Pizza & a Medium
Single-Topping Pizza

' $}499

Any Large Pizza
Up to 4 Toppings

$}}99
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would like t o congratulate the following
s isters and wish them luck In their new offices.

Leaders Council

Course matt!nals required. Napkins, & verage, Large appetite.
Instructor: U. R Hungry.
Prerequisite: Rcmed1al eaung.

~
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Panhellenic Non-Voting Delegates Sara Cobb & Allison Bowers
Activities-- Jill Collignon
Historian-- Kathy Chitty
.
Assistant Rush- Rachel Wilkerson
Assistant Chapter Relations - Kelly Jordan
Intramurals -- Kristi Hoffman
Paddles and Composites - Holly Miles
Song Leaders Michelle Martini & Michelle Turner
Environmental-- Erika Johnson
Awards-- Jessica Davis & Dana Thomas
.ines - Barbara Heflin

New-s
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-Mann gives ideas for campaign reform
•P olitics: Political analyst suggests plans for
reforming
campaign
finance laws.
BY STACEY BURNS
THE DAILY EVERGREEN
W ASHINGTON STATE U NIVERSITY

(U-WIRE) PULLMAN, Wash.
- The only way to begin solving the problem of campaign
financing is to take a Thomas
Foley-like approach, one political analyst says.
"There is no final solution to
campaign finance reform," said
Thomas E. Mann, t he director
of the Governmental Studies
Program at The Brookings
Institution in Washington,
D.C., to an audience of more
than 50 at Washington State
University. Friday. "(It) is a
matter of containing and managing this problem."
Tackling such a large issue
as campaign finance reform in
incremental steps is a strategy
Foley used often in his years as

soft-money outlets, Mann said
h e would free up political parties to act as such, campaigning for their candidates.
The second plank of Mann's
package involves challenging
the U.S. Supreme Court on the
distinction between expressive
and issue advocacy.
In the most recent election,
several political parties and
unions discovered loopholes in .
laws concerning the use of
campaign money for issueadvocacy advertising. The U.S.
Supreme Court, defming issue
advertisements as non-political, allows parties to spend soft
money in t hat area.
Mann's third plank calls for a
demand-side
solution
as
opposed to supply-side.
This would allow all political
candidates access to broadcast
airways and regulate the types
of advertisements to eliminate
egregious attack a ds, Mann
said.
A fourth strategy to campaign fmance reform allows

the Speaker of the House of
Representatives for Congress.
Mann said.
The WSU Thomas S. Foley
Institute for Public Policy and
Public Service sponsored Mann's appearance on campus Friday and his lecture discussing
1
' Campaign
Finance Refor m
and the New Congress."
Mann, a widely-eited political analyst, proposes a fiveplank platform to reform campaign finance procedures,
which he says politicians made
a mockery of in the 1996 election.
The first step is to eliminate
soft money and declare federal
dollars the only kind able to
finance a campaign Mann says.
He defines soft money as nonfederal funds raised by federal
officials.
The 1996 elections saw an
"orgy of soft-money raising and
spending," Mann said, resulting in an increase of attack
advertisements on television.
In return for eliminating

people wanting to give small
monetary donations to get back
into the game.
Mann's plan involves giving
a 100-percent tax credit to
those who make predetermined donations. Mann admitted that he does not know how
to pay for this.
The final step in Mann's
package is to strengthen the
Federal Elections Commission,
which he says is not an easy
task.
..We are not going to solve the
problem of money and politics,"
Mann said.
It will take time to fully
address the issue of campaign
reform.
"We're going to have to settle
for something more incremental," he said.
"We are going to have to
come back to a Foley-like
approach to deal with this
problem: Look to see where the
biggest, most troublesome
problems are, figure out a way
of patching it without append-
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began regulating campaign
financing more than 100 years
ago. After legislation in the
1970s, limits were placed on
contributions for and expenditures on campaigns.
A two-tier system eventually
developed where the limits
worked fairly well at the presidential level but not at the congressional level.
"There were limits on the
size on contributions, but no ·
limits on what they can spend,"
Mann said.
The difference resulted in
three shortcomings: A money
chase in which candidates
were consumed with raising
money rather than campaigning; Inevitable conflicts of
interests; and Inadequate
information on the candidates
being distributed Previous to
the 1996 elections, he rated
these problems with campaign
financing as a low-grade fever.
He upgraded the condition to
a code-blue emergency this
past year.

Eyecare Specialties

Ages 6 weeks to Syears
Pull day educational preschool
1ull time and part time available

OocLcL J

ing the Constitution or our
political sensibilities · and then
expect it will break down in a
few years and go at it again."
Obstacles for initiating campaign reform include the leaders, the party members and the
public.
"It is not a high priority,"
Mann said. "It is not jl;lSt polittcnl. There are some real problems."
Lawmakers in the 105th
Congress focus more on taking
an attractive position on campaign finance refonn than on
passing new laws.
However, several outside
conatituences are attacking
alternatives, including changing U.S. Supreme Court decisions through litigation, building public support for a referendum and deregulating the
system of campaign financing.
Mann said he wishes luck to
supporters of the alternatives,
but does not see much chance
for substantial change.
The federal government

.J

753-6656

·'/Jf'('((r1y"

308 South 12th Street 759-2500

"'/ /Hri'C- aVY19' tlf till/'
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Interviews set
Camp Easter Seal will
be on campus March 4 to
interview for summer
jobs. Anyone who is a
special education, social
work or recreation major
may apply.
The interview schedule
is subject to change daily.
Please call 762-380 I or go
by the Career Services
office in Ordway Hall for
more information. Students must have a file with
Career Services in order
to schedule an interview.

C ollege to host
family fo rum

o
•

The college of humanistic studies will be holding a
panel discussion on the
subject of African-American and Hispanic families
in the 90s. The presentation is part of the College
Forum Series. Speaking
will be Alicia ChaviraPrado, assistant professor
of anthropology at DePaul
University and MSU faculty
members Steven Jones,
associate professor of
anthropology and Thomas
Robinson, assistant professor of psychology.
The forum will be Friday
at 4 p.m. in room 208 of
Faculty Hall.

Club fixes mowe rs
MSU's Agricultural Engineering Technology Club is
having its annual "lawn
Mower Fix-Up/Clean-Up"
Friday from noon until 6
p.m. and Saturday from 8
a.m. until noon at the
Howton Agricultural Engineering Building.
The purpose of the
event is to provide MSU
faculty and staff with an
economical way of preparing their lawn mowers for
the spring.
Fix-Up/Clean-Up
will
include cleaning air filters
and the mower. Also, club
members will check the
points, the spark plugs, the
throttle blade and the carburetor.
Oil
will
be
changed and blades sharpened.
There will be a fee of
$20 upon completion of
services. Other services
will be provided at additional costs. Call 762-61 87
for more information.

Compiled by Katie Thomas,
staff

Stress causes illnesses
BY SARAH WIGHT
COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR

College is supposed to be the
best time of your life.
It's the time when you become
an adult, define your morals,
make your own decisions. It's a
once in a lifetime chance to chose
and train for a career that you will
spend the rest of your life doing.
Then once you've made one of
the most important decisions of
your life, you try to balance academic and social organizations and
activities with studying so you can
build an impressive resume to get
the job or graduate school of your
choice. In between all this you're
suppose to fit in socializing, dating
and possibly meeting the person
you're going to spend the rest of
your life with.
With all this ou their minds, it's
no surprise most students live in a
constant state of stress. However,
many people don't realize that
stress is a serious condition that
can be deadly.
Statistics compiled at the Center
for Disease Control in Atlanta

Band to perform
The Concordia College
• Band of St. Paul, Minn. will
play a concert at Immanuel
Lutheran Church in Murray March 6 at 7:30 p.m. A
free-will offering will be
taken.
The group is under the
direction of professor
Michael D. Scott and will
be traveling on their spring
break, week-long tour. The
Concordia College Band
performs concerts and
also provides music for
worship services at various churches throughout
the year.
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show that the majority of cases of
premature deaths (before age 70)
in the U.S. are at least partially
attributable to our stressful experiences.
With all the research done in
recent years, stress is no longer
viewed as just a little emotional
distress.
Hypertension, stroke, ulcers,
migraines, tension headaches,
cancer, allergies, asthma, hay
fever, rheumatoid arthritis, backache, temporomandibular syndrome, and heart disease are
among the numerous stress-related illnesses.
Randall R. Cottrell, author of
Stress Management defines stress
as any disruption, change, or
adjustment in a person's mental,
emotional, or physical well-being
caused by an external stimulus,
either physical or psychological.
Stress affects everyone and can
be caused by things as common as
waking up late or as serious as a
death in the family, according to
Cottrell.
With so many stressful situations facing college students, there
is no way to completely avoid

Students deal with stress
BY JENNIFER POTTER
AsSISTANT COllEGE LIFE EDITOR

It is only Monday and already you have three
meetings to attend, a midterm to study for and
two papers due - all for tomorrow and you have
to work tonight. Just reading this sometimes
too familiar scenario is enough to cause any
student anxiety.
In truth, many students do Jive in a constant
state of stress because of the multiple activities
they are involved in, often in addition to a full
load of classes and a job. It is known that over
a period of time stress is unhealthy, but some
students have discovered ways to cope and
reduce the amount of stress in their daily Jives.
Time management was the most cited strategy to reduce stress.
Candace Tyree, senior from Trenton, Tenn ..
said the rigors of college life forced her to take
steps to decrease anxiety.
"I had to learn how to use time management," she said. "I wasn't very good at it in
high school, but college forced me into it. Since
then I've gotten better at handling stress

because there is less of it to deal with."
Amy Warden, senior from Paducah, said she,
too, relies on her time management skills to
help her keep track of her many activities such
as Student Ambassadors, Student Government
Association and her sorority.
"I know when I have meetings or events, and
I try to get things done beforehand," she said.
"I used to get stressed out, but now I take i.t
one step at a time. I don't let it get to me
because I know it's going to get done."
Todd Collignon, junior from Owensboro, is
also involved in SGA, in addition to Interfraternity Council, a fraternity, fall orientation and
the foreign language club. He said he prioritizes his responsibilities to reduce stress in his
life.
"I take the things that mean the most to me
and do those, then put the others on the back
burner," he said . "I've found that the harder a
position is to earn, the harder I will work for it.
I campaigned hard for my SGA office; and I feel
I owe it to the people. That's my first priority,
IFC is ·second, and after that everything else
falls into place."

Tips For Time Management
t Use an activity calendar to record exam dates and assignment due

dates. AlWays back up a week

or more from the due date and remind yourself to start studying.
2. Spread out your study sessions. You will learn more and remember it longer in four one-hour study
blocks than in one tour-hour study session. Planning several short review sessions twO weekS before
an exam will provide more success and less stress!
3. Schedule your study time based on your ability to concentrate. Try studying for 50 minutes and
take a 10-mlnute break. Try to switch topics or subjects every hour or so and work on your most difficult subjects first.

4. Schedule study for a particular course close to the time when you attend class. Review notes
before class and reinforce the present notes as soon after class as possible.
5. Plan to work until you finish scheduled tasks. Estimate the amount of time needed but keep ln
mind your goal is to complete the task, not just work for that length of time. To motivate yourself, create a reward for completing one block of study tasks.
6. DQn't shortchange yourself on sleep, or nutritious and relaxing meals. Contributing factors to testanxiety are lack of food and sleep.

7. Leave room for fun and relaxation. If you plan well aod use your time wisely, you should be able to
balance study time and social time.
Source: Sue Farley/learning Center
Jon Lowry/Graphics Manager

stress however, much research has
been done on stress management.
Bill Allbritten, director of the
counseling and testing center,
offers a few suggestions for managing stress.
"Better planning and good
preparation can help reduce a lot
of stress," he said. "When you get
a tight feeling in your stomach
and you feel short of breath, sit
back and take a few moments for
yourself. Take a couple of deep
breaths. It helps you focus and
move beyond the stress.•
Allbritten encouraged anyone
who is constantly stressed out to
talk to a professional.
"One of the most important
things is admitting there is a
problem," he added.
Other proven stress reduction
techniques include physical and
mental relaxation, physical activity, mediation and autogenic training.
Laughter, sleep, gOoa eatffig'
habits and human contact, such as
hugging, have also been suggested
as cures for stress.

Consequences of stress
• At least 10 percent of the ·po~ulation has hypertension.
• At least 1 0 percent of the population has problems with alcohol.
• Approximately half of all deaths are caused by heart attacks and
strokes.
• Eleven percent of all doctors abuse drugs and/or alcohol.
• An alcoholic executive (5 to 8 percent of the executive population) costs an organization an average of $4,000 per year In lost
time, waste, etc.
• Hundreds of thousands of workers are killed or badly injured in ,
industrial accidents each year.
• Occupational factors are estimated to be involved in at least
150,000 cancer deaths per year.
• Estimates of the annual number of suicides vary from 25,000 to
50,000. Only one attempted suicide in eight is successful.
• Americans spend more than $120 billion a year on health
care.

Source: Understanding And Managing Stress
Jon lowry/Graphics Manager
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Defense best solution
BY DENISE HIGGINS
STAFF WRITER

Imagine you are a female
student on any college campus
across the nation. The time is
9:15 p.m. You have arrived at
your destination from your
night class. You have just
parked in a well-lit area. You
look around, but see no one.
Should you get out of the car
and walk into your home
alone? Should females be
alone anytime at night? How
can a student call for an escort
from her car when there are
ho emergency phones accessible from a car? How safe are
you alone at night?
Safety has become an important issue on campus recently.
Although students should not
be alone on campus at night,
there are times when it is
nearly impossible to have
someone with you. As a solution, students should learn to
protect themselves from
attacks. ·
In response to this problem,

a self-defense seminar will be
offered to students March 5 at
7 p.m. in the Freed M. Curd
Auditorium. David Portnoy
will present "How to Protect
Yourself From Rape and Violent Attacks." The seminar
will last 40 minutes and is
open to the public.
The workshop will be divided
into three sections. The first
part will deal with rape statistics on this and other college
campuses around the United
States. The second segment
offers volunteel'S hands-on
experience with defense techniques. Those who attend the
seminar will learn how to
escape from any attacker's grip
and how to correctly use 40
pressure point techniques to
cause attackers instant pain.
Weapons against attackers
will be explained in the third
part of the presentation. The
Women's Rights Group has
researched more than 40
weapons. Portnoy will show
students the most effective
ones, and will demonstrate

how to use them properly.
Jenni Eckart, Regents College resident adviser and coordinator of the self-defense
seminar, said Portnoy sells
pepper spray and stun guns.
He explains the advantages
and disadvantages of using
each one. He has personally
experienced the effects of each
one during training.
Portnoy formed the Women's
Rights Group after a friend of
his was raped on a college
campus. At his friend's urging, he started teaching college
women to protect themselves
against different forms of violent attacks.
"With the recent attacks on
campus, we wanted to do
something to make women feel
safer and more confident,"
Eckart said. "We felt Dave
Portnoy was the answer."
Misty Hale, Clark College
resident adviser, is co-coordinating the project with Eckart.
"Dave came to one of our
sorority meetings in the fall,
and he was excellent," she

F rid ay, February 28
• Colloquium - Rhetoric and composition colloquium, all day,
Curris Center, 762-4729
•Movie - "Farewell My Concubine," 7:30 p.m., Curris Center
Theater, no admission
• Fun d-raiser - WKMS-FM on-air fund-raiser begins, 762-4743
• Final Friday- Movie, 6:30p.m. and 8:20p.m., Barkley Room,
Curris Center, 762-6951
• Party -Theater Party, Elizabeth College Night at Five Exits,
The Studio, Wilson Hall, 7 p.m.

said. "We hoped to get him on
campus as a result of the
recent events. We felt that
now would be a great time for
him to revisit campus."
Eckart said the seminar is
effective.
"I was overwhelmed with
everything 1 learned in such a
short period of time," she said.
"I think that he was very effective. You can tell he truly
cares about your safety."
Portnoy's techniques are
simple to use, she said. They
require knowledge, rather
than strength.
"As for myself, I feel more
confident knowing that I don't
have to use strength to get
away (from an attacker),"
Eckart said. "I feel I can put
up a better fight now."
"We really hope women take
this opportunity to educate
themselves about self defense,"
she added. "With the increase
of violence at MSU and society
in general, women can not
afford to not know how to protect themselves."

Sa turday, March 1
• Movie - "Farewell My Concubine," 7:30 p.m., Curris Center
Theater
• Deadline -Financial aid priority filing deadline for summer
1997 term
• Music- First District KMEA Solo and Ensemble Festival, all
day, Lovett Auditorium
•MCAT- MCAT Test Preparation course, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., call
762-2160, $895 fee
• LSAT- LSAT Test Preparation course, 9 a.m. until noon, $295
fee, call 762-2160
Sunday, March 2
•Expo- NBHA-Sanctioned Barrel Race, Expo Center, all day
• GRE · GRE Test Preparation course, 1 to 4 p.m., $295 fee, 7622160
Monday, March 3
• Meeting - Young Republicans, 4:30 p.m., Ohio Room Curris
Center
•Meeting- Clark College Council meeting, 9:15p.m.
Tuesday, March 4
• Movie- Movie Night at Cheri 3 Theater, students and faculty
$2.50 with MSU ID
• Conference - Celebrate Women Conference. 8 a.m .. Curris
Center
•Music- Air Force Band of Flight Woodwind Quintet, Performing Arts Hall, 8 p.m.

Women honored, celebrated
Bv AMY

Studies Programs: Past, Present and
Future."

PoNDER

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Throughout the day, research papers
will be presented and panel discussions
will be led on issues such as society's perception of women, and the way laws
regarding women have changed throughout the years.

"Echoes from the Past ...Voices of Today"
will be the theme for the lOth annual Celebrate Women's Conference at Murray
State on March 4.
"On this day we will honor women of
today and tomorrow, and pay tribute to
women who have played a critical economic, social, and cultural role in our
• nation," said Jane Etheridge, director of
the MSU Women's Center.

One highlight of the conference will be
the "Fashionable Walk Through'History,"
a fashion show which will portray the
changes in women's attire throughout the
years.

The conference will feature informational sessions such as "Women and the
Media," "The Role ofWomen in the 2lat
Century," "Domestic Violence: The Commonwealth's Response," and "Women's

Lynn Bloom, Aetna chair of writing
from the University,of Connecticut, will
be the keynote speaker for the event. Her
speech titled, ''What makes Women
Great? American Autobiography and the

Wednesday, March 5
• Music- Symphonic Band/Jazz Band II, 8 p.m., Lovett Auditorium
• Luncheon- Baptist Student Union Luncheon, 12:20 p.m., $1
• Meeting- Newman House Council meeting, 5 p.m., Newman
House, free dinner
• Meeting - Elizabeth College Council meeting, 9:15p.m., lobby
• Deadline - CISR Research Grant application and application
for the MSU Presidential Research Awards are due in room 104
Wilson Hall by 4:30p.m.
• Career F air - Agriculture Career Fair, 9:30 a.m. to noon and
1:30 to 3 p.m. Curris Center Ballroom

Dynamics of Women of Achievement,"
will be presented during the luncheon at
11:30 p.m.
The American Cabaret Theatre will perform a 20-minute play titled "Body
Loathing... Body Love" during the conference. The play will examine the impact of
eating disorders on women's lives.
Health screenings and informational
booths will be set up in the Curris Center
throughout the day.
Reservations for the conference may be
made by calling the Women's Center at
(502) 762-3016.
The cost is $30 for the general public or
$15 for the I~ only. AU aessiona are
free to students. Students may attend the
luncheon for $5.

T e .,Price" means savings.
The " Plus" means even more

Thursday, March 6
• Meeting- Alcoholics Anonymous· 6:30 to 8 p.m., Ohio Room,
3rd Floor Curris Center. Free coffee
• Music- Strike Up the Bands, Lovett Auditorium, 8 p.m.
•Meeting- MSU Student Law Association Meeting, 3:30p.m.,
Cumberland Room, Curris Center
•WorbhOJt ..Ad.ulte.:Balq fb veRge \forimbop, 6 to 9 p.m.,
Mississippi Room, Curris Center, 762-4150
'
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Wann pens sports textbook Spring 'breaks'
BY SHELLEY STREET
STAff WRinR

Sports are much more than a hobby to
one MSU professor. No, he's not an athlete or a coach. He's the author of a new
textbook on sports psychology, but he
became an author in an unlikely fashion.
When Daniel Wann, assistant professor
of psychology, started teaching sports psychology in the early 1990s, he couldn't
find a textbook that covered the material
he thought essential to the course.
"There were probably three or four
sports psychology textbooks at the most,
and I was just dissatisfied with all of
them," he said.
He decided to do something about it.
"' would talk to the book representatives from different companies and ask
them if they had anything new on that
market and they all said, ~o . do you
want to write one?'" he said. "They kept
getting asked the same question all over
the country."

Daniel
Wann
Wann:
a~slskept check.__..
..
_....
tant
professor
ing for a
of psychology
suitable
has written a
book and
textbook on
coming up
sporu psyemptychology.
handed.
Then one day he got a phone call from
Prentice Hall publishing house.
One of his former professors had mentioned Wann's interest in a new sports
psychology textbook, and Prentice Hall
wanted him to write the textbook.
"Some of the other sports psychology
texts...lack in their level of coverage of
the material," Wann said. "They're kind
of fluffy, and I wanted to do a textbook
that was a bit more involved, had a bit
more psychology background in it."
Writing the book was much harder than
he anticipated, taking three and one half
years to write it.
"It took about four or five chapters
every year to get it done," he said.
&.;;;;;;o...,;.;;.._._.....;.:;..o~

"The first sentence took about a month,"
Wann said. "I didn't know how to start."
When completed, the book contained
over 1,100 references in a total of 450
pages. Wann said he checked out between ·
400 and 500 articles from interlibrary
loan, but he never gave up.
The book is dedicated to his wife, Jennifer who encouraged his efforts.
"There's no way I could have ever gotten it done without her," he said. "Her
impact is all through that book."
Finally, it was finished. Spprts Psychology was released by Prentice Hall in
December with a 1997 copyright date.
Wann uses his own book in his sports
psychology class and both the University
of Kentucky and Eastern Kentucky University are looking at adopting it.
For his next project, Wann has already
entered contract negotiations for a book
which he will coauthor with professors
from New York and Canada about sports
spectators. It should an:ive on the shelves
in the summer of 1999.

Pagan Association promotes tolerance
TONY SMITH
Rtl'oRTER

Ash Duncan, graduate student, was knocking an idea
around in his head last fall.
His idea was for a student
organization that focused on
religions and philosophies not
as widely practiced as Christianity. He envisioned a group
that was interested in having
non-judgmental discussions on
different beliefs.
On Feb. 18, Duncan got his
wish.
During their second meeting, Duncan and the other 16
attending members of the
newly founded Student Pagan

Association adopted a constitution, which makes the SPA
a creditable organization on
campus.
The vote was unanimous
and is the first of many things
to come for the organization.
"We were thinking of having
a May Day celebration," said
Duncan, the founder and president of the group.
Although the original May
Day celebrations involved sexual relations, the group is not
planning any events that radical.
One member said, "The idea
is to inform people of other
religions without saying, 'Look
how wired we are.'"

SENIORS

Consider This

Some fear the group could
be a part of a vampire cult.
"Were actually trying to
avoid that," said Duncan, who
was raised in the Baptist
church.
Tolerance is the group's
main theme. In contrast,
many members, including the
vice-president Lena Williams,
have complained about their
fliers being taken down from
different spots on campus.
"We'll put up a flier one day
and it won't be there a couple
days later," Williams said.
She does note, however, that
she has received positive
response to the group's presence from students.

The one thing group members do not avoid is their
beliefs. Members' beliefs and
interests range from Native
American beliefs to Wicca.
Those beliefs are the main
P9ints of discussion in the
groups bimonthly meetings.
And whatever the belief is,
they plan to practice tolerance.
The group's motto, "Tolerance, before all else, in the
quest for truth," is repeated
often during the meetings.
Meetings are held every
other Tuesday night on the
top floor of the Curris Center.
The meeting times will be
posted around campus.
All are welcome to attend.

"Murray's Premier
Tanning Salon"

,, ~~41~A
qA,,llre S4UII &: sl.~'l4e#. '1U~t1.4l

812 Whitne/1 Ave.
(Behind Bel-Air Center)
1.

2.

Only 9 percent of the workforce hold
advanced degrees
But they make up to 44 percent of
the positions paying more than
$75,000 per year!

Join the growing number of students entering
graduate study at Murray State.

Give yourself a better opportunity for:
1. Greater flexibilty and more rapid career·

advancement.
2. A higher beginning salary that remains
with you throughout your career.

Stay at MSU for the Master's degree

NEW BULBS!
Corne in and check out the
hottest swimsuits in town for
women, juniors, men, and children:
LaB/anca
Studio LaB/anca
Speedo
On the Beach
BQC):jlips
Brealcingwa1oeS
Ma11hattan Beachwear

Monday-Thursday 8 a.rn.-10 p.m.
Friday 8 a.m.-9 p.m.,
Saturday 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Closed on Sundays

Tanning: 753-3333

Storage: 753-3853

students' banks
HEATHER MAllE MAinN
STAffWIITa

People ate tunin.r up their cars for the long drive south to
Florida, packing tl)eir swim wear for the Bahamas, preparing to bead for the slopes, or just planning to go home.
Whatever their plana, where do they get the money?
"'We went throuch a travel agency, and it was a lot cheaper than planniog it ourielves,• said Andrea Harvey, fresh·
man from Muhlenburg County, who is t.aki.qg a cruise to tbt
CaYJDan Islands.
· According to Woodside Travel, baaed in Louisville, the
best way to save on Spring Break ia to book in advance.
They suggest planning at least six months ahead of time to
get a gOod deal on the trip you desire.
Woodside Travel a1ao advised finding a package with the
airfare, hotel. and rental cat all together- They do not Tee>
oiiUilend trying to book everyt.lili,l; aeparately because it will
cost much more than a packap.
Travel Speeialiaq IDe. in Shelbyville, recommended looking for a vacation p)Me now. 'lbey said the JIIOR frequalt
apqt viaited is Florida. According to them. a trip to Ft. Lauderdale would coat U29 a month ahead oftiuu\ and $1(U il
'scheduled six months in advance.
Melanie Vincent, sophomore from Dixon, is going to the
Lake of the Ozarks in Missouri. She said the best way to
save for Spring Break ia simple.
"Don't eat out, bring your own food,• she said. "Stay in
condo's instead of hotels, and stop at rest •reas to get
coupons."
Ruth Hoelscher, owner of Travel Profefi&ionals in
LaGrange, said agencies cau tap into the COIDP'lter and get
airi'are, hotel, car rentals, and a tour muc:h quicker and leu
expensive than individuals.
"Travel apnc:ies can get packagee together in no time,•
she said. "Don't waate your time and eneJ'IY on the talephon' trying to do it you~lf because you wil,l ju.t drive
fOUr&elf mad."
She said the typical place$ most coUep students go to are
Panama City. Fla., South Padre Island, Texas, and if they
have enough time, the Bahamas.
Others have their own .aolutiona.
"Just don't go anywhere at
said JOdie Cramer, tieshman from Ww F;rankt~ ID. "That will save you a lot of
money.•

all:

...$Fr" Elections
coming April 8-9
Pick up applications
in the SGA office today.
Positions open for election:
President
Yice-president
Secret11ry
Treasurer
Academic College Sent1tors
Applications due in the SGA office
on March 25, at noon.

Mandatory meeting for all candidates
will be held at 3:30p.m. on March 25 in
the Barkley Room in the Curris Center.

N

NEW ON VIDEO
Available Tuesday, March 4th:

Courage Under
"Evita"
(PG>

Fire
DENZEL WASHINGTON - MEG RYAN

Call to Reserve Your Copy!!!

753-8084

'
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Service supports
students' needs

Boot Scootin'

• Receives federal fmancial aid
STAFF WRITER
• Has a documented disability
The services SSS offers include
free
individual tutoring, counselWhen Student Support Services
ing
and
personal development,
was founded in 1974, the organicareer
guidance
and services for
zation probably didn't think it
students
with
disabilities.
would be the spark to the recently
implemented residential college
The counseling and personal
program. Well they were, said Vel- development program allows stuvet Wilson, Director of SSS.
dents to work with counselors on
their class schedules for the
"I like to think of our program
, upcoming semester, to be guided
as a 'little residential college',"
in a financial aid workshop to help
Wilson said. "The students we
them meet the deadlines and to
have are really involved (with the
use workshops such as study
program), and I feel as if the idea
skills, where they learn time manmay have been borrowed from us."
agement and test preparation.
Student Support Services is an
The career guidance program
academic support program that
consists of a small classroom enviserves students who meet one of
ronment where students are
three conditions:
helped with the examination of
their
personal goals, values and
• Is a first-generation college
attitudes
for decision-making.
student (neither parent has
In the disability program, stureceived a baccalaureate degree)
jASON KEMP

Chris Weatherly/Staff

Kat hy Story, senior from Kuttawa, teaches st udents in Heste r Residential
College the steps to various country line dance s.

dents receive help with their notetaking, readin g, tutoring and testtaking skills. They are allowed
extended time to take their regular class exams.
Although the program may
sound like a lot of work, the students have fun, too.
"As a reward for our students
who were on the Dean's List or
have improved their grades, we
take them to see a theater production in May," Wilson said. "'We
also have social gatherings and
parties for them:

Currently, SSS serves 180 MSU
students, and Wilson feels the success rate is good.
She said, 'We have a good number of students who use the tutoring, the computers, and all of our
services constantly."

Trippin' Lizard reunites for bright future
BY BRANDl WILLIAMS
STAFF WRifiR

Members of the band Trippin'
Lizard have traveled as far north as
Chicago and as far south as
Tuscaloosa, Ala., to play their music
at various sites including college fraternity parties.
Such dedication paid off in 1994
when the band won the Battle of the
Bands contest in Jackson, Tenn. Not
too bad for a band that got its name
from a Cheech and Chong movie.
Band members include: Jim
Mahanes, leaa vocals; Scott McDougal, guitar; Chris Greer, bass; Craig

Collins, guitar; and Kevin Wolf,
drums.
According to Wolf, the band plays a
mixture of original material and
cover songs from various alternative
groups.
"We try to cover a wide variety of
styles, but it's all rock 'n' roll," he
said.
The band had been on a three-year
hiatus until recently, though
Mahanes and McDougal played
together during that time in a group
called Shavin' Amy.
Now that the band is back ~eth
er, Wolf said each member has a positive outlook for the future.

"When Craig moved back from
South Carolina, we decided that now
would be the prime time for us to get
together and get things going," he
said . ..We are trying to do all-new,
more popular cover songs, and we are
trying to work up new material.
Hopefully someday we can do all new
material."
Despite the new approach, the
band decided to stick with the familiar name.
"We were thinking of changing the
name, but we felt that everyone
knows us as Trippin' Lizard," Wolf
said.
Because most of the band·is from

the Murray area, Trippin' Lizard has
developed a strong local following.
"Thirty people from Murray came
to Louisville to see us perform," Wolf
said. "We also had quite a few people
follow us to Alabama."
According to McDougal, the band
has played mostly bars and clubs, but
occasionally performs on college campuses - including Murray State.
"We love playing college fraternities," he said. "Almost everyone has
shown us great hospitality."
Though travel keeps them away
from home frequently, the members
said their wives, girlfriends and families are supportive.

"My wife is kind of a jealous person, but she knows th at I love it and
she understands," Greer said.
McDoogle agreed that support is
important.
"My wife is really good about it, but
it gets tough because I spend a lot of
time with the band," he said. "It is
like I am seeing another woman, but
she knows about it."
Each member has a different rea~
son for following their musical
dreams, but the one unifying element
is a love for music.
"It is just too much fun," Wolf said.
"' know that I will be Jying on my
deathbed screaming, 'Bring me my
sticks!'"

ATTENTIO N
MSU STUDENTS &

FACUL~ry

Good

Come See Us In Our
New Facilities

Mandy Wolf

*5 Self-Serve Copiers Available *

CORY.Plus
l:Hl l Clw:-;tnut Strl'Pl • :\lurra.v. l\Pntuck.v ·12071

(502) 753-7117 • Fax: (502) 753-1!198

Join the 1997-98 Shield Staff!
The Shield is taking applications for the 1998 yearbook
staff. Come by the Shield office in Wilson Hall, room
116 and pick up an application TODAY! Applications
are due by 4:30p.m. Friday. March 7.

&

Shannon ·Walker.
Mardi Gras was a
Masquerade blast!
·

Lov~

Your sisters in AMI

Student Government
Association
Judicial Board
Hearing
'

Paid Staff Positions Available:

Tuesday, Mar<1h 4, 6:15 p .m.

Editor-in-Chief
:, . Assistant Editor
~
.
.: : .;.,:
.
l
• Albzim!Residential College flditor ;
t ·Campus lAf e!Greeks Edit?~ r 1
Academics/Organizations E~itor l
Sports/Clubs Editor •
Lr-Jyout!Design
Editor·. :.:·, \
:,.;. :.
\
;.=:= Design !Assistants ~-;::· . '
Business Manager'
Ad Associates (tenta'tive)
Photographers
li'riters

in the Ohio Room

~.

<
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Call 762-4495 for additional information .

..

of the Curris Center

The Ne t starts here

~N EW§l!GJH/7!
Produced by Murray State University's student newspaper

Visit us on the World Wide Web at

http://www.thenews.org

. . . Ham & cheese omelette, Belgian Waffle,
country ham breakfast, strawberry pancakes,
sausage omelette, bacon and eggs, hash browns,
veggie omelette, pecan waffl e, steak and eggs,
biscuits and gravy, supreme omelette, strawberry
crepes, French toast, ham and eggs. strawberry
waffle, steak and eggs, ... just to name a few!

Produced by The Murray State News in
cooperation with LDD, Inc.-Clearly the Best!

Murray's only AAA Recommended
Restaurant since 1991

To subscribe to IDDNet callt-800-455-1608

Open 6 a.m.-1 0 p.m. Everyday
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SportsJJrief{)
Racers continue
tournament play
The Murray State men's
basketball team will compete for 't he IOth consecutive year in the semifinal
round of the Ohio Valley
Conference tournament at
Nashville, Tenn.
Tonight MSU faces off'
against Middle Tennessee
State. If they win, the Racers will advance to the
championship game to be
held tomorrow at I p.m.

Women's tennis
team on the road
The MSU women's tennis squad will travel to St.
Louis University to compete in their second tour-·
nament of the year tomorrow and Sunday.
They will take on teams
from Eastern Illinois, the
University of Missouri, as
well the host squad.

Racer tennis team
faces OVC foe
The men's tennis team
will try to bounce back
from last weekend's loss at
Tennessee when they travel to Murfreesboro, Tenn.,
Sunday to take on Middle
Tennessee.

Rifle squad to host
championship meet
The MSU rifle team will
cap off its spring season by
hosting the NCAA Championships at the Pat Spurgin Rifle Range.
Action is scheduled to
begin Friday March 6 and
continue through Saturday
March 7.

Most Valuable
Jason McKinney,
Vincent Rainey,
Brooke Berryman
Vincent Rainey jason
McKinney and Brooke
Berryman are the Racers
of the week.
•McKinney was named
Male Athlete of the Year
by the Ohio Valley Conference at its championship
track meet held this past
weekend.
•In his last home tournament game as a Racer,
Rainey scored 32 point
and pulled down I 3
rebounds in Murray State's
first-round victory over
Tennessee State Tuesday
night.
• Berryman won all six of
her tennis matches in singles and doubles play this
weekend at Eastern Kentucky.

Sports Triz,ia
Racer Basketball
In 1988, MSU defeated
Austin Peay to capture the
OVC title. After advancing to the NCAA tournament they won their firstround game in an upset
78-75, before losing to
Kansas. Which team did
they bead
b!S4aA

-tun ;n~S !U!JO.Je:) lfl.ION

:JaMSUV
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Racers top TSU to advance
•Basketb,Jl: The MSU
men's baskeball team will
take on the Blue Raiders
tonight in the semi-finals
of the 1997 OVC tournament.
By

EDDIE GRANT

SPORTS EDITOR

The Racer basketball squad
took another step toward an
OVC title with a 76-63 defeat
of Tennessee State in the first
round of the conference tournament Tuesday night at
Racer Arena.
The game got off to a slow
start with neither team scoring in their first two trips
down the floor.
However, the drought soon
ended as Vincent Rainey put
Danny Voweii/Visual Editor
the first two points on the
Head Coach Hark Gottfried instructs his team will take on the Blue Radiers of Middle Tenboard. Then the Tigers' Monty
in Monday night's victory. The Racers defeated nessee tonjght at the Nashville Arena In the
W.ilson nailed two three pointTennessee Tech by the score of 76-63. The
semifinal round of the OVC tournament.
ers to make push TSU to an
early 6-2 advantage.
This would be Tennessee
OVC Men's Championship
State's longest and only lead of
the game.
With 15:16 remaining in the
Tuesday Feb. 25
Friday Feb. 28
Saturday Mar. 1
first half, Vincent Rainey hit a
• •. PIIIIAY
fl. ...
three-pointer and sank two
A..U..P•:r
free throws to give Murray a 7~
.. 8tat•
6lead.
Center Matt Harris then hit
3:00p.m.
,T_h
a trey and Tennessee State
Tenn..... Tecla
countered with two buckets.
hllnAI•
I
But Chad Townsend got on
IC "'·
track with his first point of the
I :00 p.m. (Uve
h~night to bring the score to 12lltata
ESPN Telecast)
10.
Automatic
Murray State
From that point, Rainey
NCAA
assumed control ~d proceedQualifier
ed to score 10 of the Racers
7:00p.m.
·~..,.
next 12 points.
Middle Tea.......
It seemed thal for every two
Eddie Grant/ Sports Editor
16 Alii'.
I
baskets the Racers scored,
TSU could only score one and where Rainey left off. The 13 points to a mere seven with lead with 3:30 remaining in
the Racers took a 38-25 lead junior guard scored 17 ofhis 19 9:55 to go.
regUlation en route to the vicinto halftime.
Murray managed to squelch tory.
points in the half.
In the second half, it was
The Tigers rallied, however, the fire started by Tennessee
Head coach Mark Gottfried
D.T. Mayes who picked up and cut the Racers' lead from State, and regained a 13-point was pleased with the opening-

...... -

-~

. -· .
., ...

........

...

round tournament w1n.
"The first half was the difference in this game, " he said.
"Our intensity on the defensive side is what gave us those
fast break baskets."
The Racers held TSU to only
a 20-percent shooting performance, while shooting at a 40percent clip. However, Gottfried said his squad lost that
intensity in the second half as
the Golden Eagles increased
their shooting to 50 percent.
Rainey led MSU with 32
points along with 13 rebounds.
Mayes followed with 19 points,
four rebounds and three
assists.
Tennessee State was paced
by 21- and 20-point efforts
from Jason Johnson and
Monty Wilson, respectively.
Wilson, who played with a
broken foot, drew praise from
Gottfried.
"We prepared as if he (Wilson) would play the whole
game, which he did," Gottfried
said. "He is very courageous to
play with a broken foot, and
his desire to win is amazing."
The Racers must now gear
up for a second-round contest
versus Middle Tennessee and
Gottfried said he knows the
road ahead will be tough.
"Every road trip has been a
business trip," he said. "This
one is no different we have to
put on our hard hats, grab our
lunch boxes and go to work."
The Middle Tennessee game
as well as remaining OVC
Tournament action will take
place at Nashville, Tenn., in
the new Nashville Arena.
Tonight's winner will take
on the winner of Austin Peay/
Tennessee Tech game Saturday at 1 p .. m.
The winner will automatically qualify for the NCAA tour~
nament.

Women's netters pick up two
• Women's Tennis:
The MSU women's
squad got off to a fast
start beating two of
their first three opponents.
BY EDDIE GRANT
SPORTS EDITOR

The Murray State women's tennis team began
spring play last weekend
with two wins in three
matches at the Eastern
Kentucky
University
Indoor Tournament in
Richmond.
The Lady Racers faced
the host squad in their
first match of the tournament and swept the Lady

Colonels 7-0.
In singles play, Martha
Zimmer defeated Niki
Oakley 6-3,7-6, while
Brooke Berryman defeated Olivia Nichols 6-1, 6-2,
Nicole Petrie defeated
Heather Long 6-0!6-2,
Deanna Carroll defeated
Nicki Edwards 6-1, 6-3,
Angela Brooks defeated
Ellen Smith 7-6, 4-6, 6-4.
and Nancy Norstrom
defeated Tina Thomas 6-4
0-6 6-4.
In doubles play, the
team of Zimmerman and
Berryman beat Long and
Nichols
9-8 7-5. The
combo of Petrie and Amy
Gemmill topped Edwards
and Oakley 8-2, and the
pairing of Carroll and

Brooks bested Smith and
Thomas 8-6.
Mter the successful
opener, the team WJ!nt on
to register a 9-0 sweep
against ,Toledo.
Head coach Connie
Keasling was amazed at
her team's performance
in the second match.
"I was surprised that
we swept that team (Toledo)," she said. "They are a
good team, and I mean a
good team."
However, Tennessee
Tech brought the wm
streak to an end in MSU's
final match of the tournament.
Martha Zimmer, Nichole
Petrie,
Angela
Brooks and Nancy Nord-

strom all fell victim to
Golden Eagle opponents
in singles play. Brook
Berryman and Deanna
Carroll netted the only
Racer wins.
Zimmer lost her match
6-1, 6-3 and Petrie fell 6·
2,2-6,3-6. Brooks was
defeated 3-6, 6-4, 6-3 and
Nordstrom fell in two
sets, 6-1 6-3.
Keasling said she was
surprised at the amount
of success her teams had,
and credits it to they hard
work they have put in at
practice.
The teams of Zimmer
and Berryman and Petrie
and Amy Gemmill won
their matches, both by
scores of 9-8. Gemmill

and Brooks, however, ~phomore from Westerwound up on the short ville, Ohio is undefeated
· thus far this spring. She
end of 9-8 match.
Keasling said the 2-1 credits hard work for her
start is more than she success.
could have hoped1'or and
"I have been working
she attributes her team's hard and trying to play
success to a different aggressively," she said.
approach in practice.
"Also, when I played bad I
"VVe have taken a dif- tried not to get tentative
ferent approach' in our and concentrated on
doing better."
preparation," she said.
"We have practiced for
The Racer women will
two weeks on our serving try to continue their sucand returning, as well as cess this weekend in a
worked on trying to get tournament at St. Louis
our opponent on the University.
defensive, and us to get
They will compete
on the offensive. In these against teams from Easttournaments we did that ern Illinois, the Universivery well, this was the ty of Missouri-Columbia,
key to our success."
and St. Louis University
·Brooke
Berryman, at the event.
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Racers hope for hits in Music City
The OVC men's basketball
tournament is here again and
Murray State, for the lOth
consecutive year, is in the
semifinals of the event.
The tournament has
changed fonnats over the
years and with this year's
event in the new 20,000 seat
Nashville Arena, each of the
four teams (Austin Peay,
MSU, Middle Tennessee and
Tennessee Tech) truly have an
equal shot at victory since a
basketball game has not been
played there.
Austin Pcay probably has
the best shot at victory with
scoring powerhouse Bubba
Wells leading the Govs to a
possible NCAA berth.
Middle Tennessee may be
the team on the way out after

Sports
Talk
GREG

STARK

early-season wins over MSU
and Big East juggernaut Providence. Those victories seem to
have made MTSU a little complacent lately.
Tennessee Tech is perhaps
the sleeper in this whole deal.
Lorenzo Coleman, the Golden
Eagles 7-foot center, has been
on fire lately and it showed in
Murray's worst showing this
season - an 89-62 drubbing at

the hands of Tech. For Peay to
be successful in Music City,
they must not look past Tech.
As for the Racers, they are
all about winning the OVC.
Their success will lie in the
scoring production of Vincent
Rainey, who single-handedly
came close to outscoring Tennessee State in the first half '
Tuesday, by scoring 23 points
compared to the Tigers' 25. In
expanding on a scientific miracle that was uncovered this
week.
Maybe there should be a few
more Vincent Raineys cloned
and added to the team for the
stretch drive.
·
But seriously, there is a supporting cast who will also be a
factor in the Rac~rs' success
this weekend. D.T. Mayes'

accuracy from the field will be
a plus for the Racers, and
Chad Townsend's ability to
dish ofT the ball will also help
out the Racers.
The inside play of Arnell
Hamilton, D.J. Dahl and Matt
Harris might come into play if
they have to face Tech. Harris'
newfound three-point shooting
ability may also prove important play following his 1-3 performance from the behind the
arc against TSU.
I am not going to make a
prediction, but I do believe if
Murray doesn't win the tournament, they will get an NIT
bid.
On the national level, teams
are beginning to sort out on
who will have an invitation to

the "Big Dance" and who will
not.
Vanderbilt may have to settle for an NIT bid after falling
to Kentucky last Saturday.
'Another SEC team, South
Carolina, is a solid lock as
they have risen to sixth in the
nation after defeating UK at
home and Cincinnati on the
road.
Other teams who have a
shot at getting at-large bids if
they don't win their conference
tournaments are Illinois State,
Mississippi, Purdue, Fresno
State and UNLV.
All in all, the NCAA had a
lot of fat a few weeks ago and
it is being trimmed ofT as
many schools are losing and
the field of 64 becomes clearer.
i

.
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·on to Indiana •••

Men's team fall in
matches at UT-Knoxville

Invites to NCAA possible· for trclcksters

r

l

I
I

•Indoor track: Four members of the
indoor track team will go to Bloomington, Ind. this weekend for competition.
BY GREG STARK
ASSMANf SPORTS EDITOR

The men's and women's indoor track
team ended the regular season at the OVC
championships in Charleston, lll, with
both teams fi nishing s ixth. However, the
highlight of the weekend went to Jason
.McKinney.
McKinney, junior from Georgetown, Ill.,
was voted by the OVC track coaches as the
Male Athlete of the Year. McKinney has
won the mile run at many of the indoor
track events this winter and has placed
high in other divisions.
Head coach Bob Doty felt that McKinney
'- deserved the honor.

"There were so many great athletes
there that it was outstanding for McKinney to get Athlete of the Year," he said.
"Other coaches voted on it, so they had to
agree with the situation."
McKinney defended his championship in
the mile and was also second in the distance medley relay and third in the BOOmeter run.
Reggie Swinton finished third in the
long jump and fourth in the triple jump.
Shawn Edmondson finished fourth in the
high jump.
The MSU men's distance relay team of
McKinney, Jeremy Sobecki, Tony J onas
and Brad Mason finished second behind
Eastern Kentucky. Junior Keith Jared
. placed fourth in the 5,000-meters.
On the women's side, Polina Morozova
finished third in the triple jump and seventh in the long jump, while Dawn Miller
placed fourth in the shot-put.
Eastern lllinois was the OVC champion

in men's competition and Southeast Missouri won the OVC women's title.
Doty felt his teams performed well at the
championships.
"We had a lot of personal-best times," he
said "A lot of our kids came through, so I
was pleased with that."
Next up for selected members of the
indoor track teams is a trip to the Last
Chance indoor meet at Bloomington, Ind.
Murray will take four members of the
team including, McKinney for the mile
run, Keith Jared for the 3,000 meter run,
Paulina Morozova for the long and triple
jumps and Reggie Clark for the 55 meter
dash and the long jump.
Doty feels competition for placement in
the NCAAs will be tough at Indiana .
"Over there, it's just people trying for the
NCAA, so it's going to be tough," he said.
"They are going to perform one event,
when they would usually do a few; so they
can really put out an effort."

•Men's tennis: The men's changed the pace slightly in
tennis team's record drops the day's fourth contest by winning the first set of his match·
to ~ -4 after a road loss.
BY JASON KEMP
STAFF WRITER

The Murray State mep's tennis team was shutout 7-0 Saturday versus the 27th ranked
team in the nation from the
University of Tennessee.
The first match of singles
action in Knoxville featured
the Racers' Chris Hayden
against the Volunteers' Louis
Van Huyasteen. Van Huyast een defeated Hayden in
straight sets 6-2, 6-4.
In matches two and three,
the Racers' Tony Hardman and
Eric Gressman were defeated
by the Volunteers' Roger Ilias
and Mark Way, 6-2, 7-6 (2), and
6-1, 6-1, respectively.
Murray State's Raoul Bax

against Tennessee's Juan
Gamba 7-5. However, Gamba
won the next two sets 6-2, 6-2,
to take the match.
Doubles action went much
the same way as the singles
matches, with the·Racers dropping three straight matches by
scores of 8-3, 8-6 and 8-1.
The losses dropped the Racers' overall record to 1-4.
Despite the shaky start,
coach Mel Purcell remains optimistic about his team's
chances.
"''m proud of our team and
the way we played Saturday,"
he said. "I thought we competed well against the 27th
ranked team in the nation
being that our guys are young
and somewhat inexperienced.
It is still early in the season."

Lady Racers end season with loss

Cheerleaders in training

The Lady Racers were led by
Stephaine Minor, who had 14
points. Bobbi Coltharp and
Sarah Higgins were close
behind with 12 and 11 points,
respectively.
The Lady Racers were 26 of
67
from the field, and grabbed
B Y GREG STARK
11
rebounds,
led by Minor and
AsSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
Coltharp, who had seven
The Murray · State women's apiece.
basketball team ended their
Tennessee Tech was led by
season Tuesday night, falling guard Leslie VanWinkle, who
Tennessee
Tech
in led all scorers with 22 points.
to
Cookeville 72-61.
Others scoring in double figThe game left the Lady Rac- ures for Tech were Diane Seng,
ers with a record of 10-17 for with 16 points, and Amber
the season.
Clark, with 12 points.
Tech held a 34-27 halftime
Tech was 24 of 53 from the
advantage, a nd the Golden field and grabbed 34 rebounds
Eaglettes outscored the Lady with Clark collecting nine
Racers in the second half 38 to boards.
32 to add up the final score.
Sophomore center Rachel Lit-

•Women's basketball:
The Lady Racers' hopes for
an extended postseason
ended in a 72-61 loss at
Tennessee Tech.

Danny VoweiiNisual Editor

victory in t he Racers win ove r Tennessee
State Tuesday night.

Make sure you take a6-pack on
Spring Break.•••
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tle felt that the team had a
good season.
"I think we could have done a
lot better than we did," she
said. "We did okay. I wish we
could have done better as far as
the tournament went."
Little felt that the team put
out a good effort.
..I think we held it together
pretty well," she said. "I wish
we had won. I think as far as
the game, we played hard and
did what we could."
If the cards fell right, Little
felt that the Lady Racers might
have extended their season.
"I think if we would have
played as well as we know we
could have played, we could
have done well," she said. "We
might have gone to the
NCAAa."
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Men's
Basketball
OVC TOURNAMENT

Murray State 76,
Tennessee State 63
Tuesday at Racer Arena
TENNESSEE STATE (63)
Wilson 7·20 4-5 20 1 Kevin
Samuel 5·12 0·0 13, J . Johnson
9-16 3-7 21 , Gilbert 2-9 2·2 7,
Keith Samuel 1-6 0-0 2, Huber
0·2 0-0 0, C. Johnson 0-0 0-0 01
Thompson 0-0 0-0 0. Totals 24·
65 9-14 63.
MURRAY STATE (76)
Rainey 9·23 12·13 32, Harris
2·5 0-0 5, Hamilton 1-7 1·1 3,
Townsend 4-11 0-1 91Mayes 720 2-2 19, Dahl 0-0 0·0 0, Daw·
son 2-6 2-2 8, Story o-o 0-0 0,
Page 0-1 0-0 0. Totals 25-73
17·19 76.
Halftime - Murray State 38,
Tennessee State 25. Threepoint goals - Tennessee State
6-23 (Wilson 2-8. Kevin Samuel
3-7 J. Johnson 0·1 Gilbert 1·3,
Keith Samuel 0·3, Huber 0-1),
Murray State 9·26 (Rainey 2-4,
Harris 1-3, Townsend 1-41
Mayes 3-11 1 Dawson 2-4).
Fouled out - None. Rebounds Tennessee State 43 (J. Johnson
11 ), Murray State 51 (Rainey
13). Assists - Tennessee State
13 (Gilb'ert 9), Murray State 15
(Townsend 6). Total fouls Tennessee State 16, Murray
State 15. Technical foulsNone.
A - 4,391
I

I

Murray State 106
Eastern Illinois 72
Feb. 20 at Racer Arena
EASTERN ILLINOIS (72)
Osei-Agyeman 2·3 0-0 4,
Robinson 4-7 0·0 8, Smith 5-15
4-5 14, Peckinpaugh 0·5 0·0 0,
Polite 9-19 2-2 23, Sowers 0-0
0-0 0, Cuffle 2·7 2·2 6, Frank·
ford 3-5 2·2 9, Hibbler Q-2 0-0 0,
Johnson 2-5 2-2 6, Newman 0-Q
0-0 0, Shaver 0·0 2-2 2. Totals
27·68 14-15 72.
MURRAY STATE (106)
Rainey 9·18 8· 11 261Mayes 8·

13 5-5 27, Hamilton 5-8 4-4 14, ·Pierceall1-3). Fouled outTownsend 3-7 0·0 6, Martin 2-2
None. Assists - Eastern Illinois
0-0 5, Dahl 0-1 0-0 0, Dawson
10 (Laska 5), Murray State 14
(Higgins 5). Total fouls -East5-5 0-0 13, Story 1-3 0-0 3,
Page 1-3 0-0 2, Mansfield 1-1 0- ern Illinois 17, Murray State 13.
0 2, Harris 3-3 0-2 8. Totals 38Technical fouls - None.
A - 453
64 17-22 106.
Halftime - Murray State 53,
Eastern Illinois 31 . Three-point
OVC TOURNAMENT
goals - Eastern Illinois 4-18
Tennessee Tech 72,
(Osei-Agyeman 0-1, PeckinMurray State 61
paugh 0-5, Polite 3-1 0, FrankMURRAY STATE (61)
ford 1-2), Murray State 13-20
Coltharp
5-14 1-1 12, Higgins
(Rainey 0·2, Mayes 6-8. Martin
5·11
0-0
11
, Minor 5-1 7 2-3 141
1-1 , Dahl 0-1 , Dawson 3·3,
Hunt
3-6
0-0
6, Johnson 1-1 0-0
Story 1-2. Page 0-1 , Harris 2·2).
21
Pierceall
1-6
0-0 3, Beach 3-9
Fouled out - Eastern Illinois
0-0
6
Paige
2-2
0-Q 4, Little 1-1
1
(Robinson). Rebounds - East0·0
3.
Totals
26-67
4-5 61 .
ern Illinois 28 {Robinson 7),
TENNESSEE
TECH
(72)
Murray State 40 (Mayes, HamilClark
6-12
0-0
12,
Carmichael
ton, Harris 7). Assists- Eastern
Illinois 13 (Peckinpaugh 7), Mur- 2·7 4-5 9, Seng 7-10 2-3 16,
Clabough 1-3 0·0 2, VanWinkle
ray State 27 (Townsend 16).
5-11 8-8 22, Parks 0-2 2-2 2,
Total fouls - Eastern Illinois 20,
Murray State 14. Technical fouls Baldwin 3-8 2-2 9. Totals 24·53
18-20 72.
- None.
Halftime - Tennessee Tech
A - 4,125
34, Murray State 29. Threepoint goals - Murray State 5-16
(Coltharp 1-4, Higgins 1-21
Minor 2-5, Pierceall 1-4, Beach
0-1)1Tennessee Tech 6-17
(Carmichael 1-3, VanWinkle 4-8 1
Parks 0-1, Baldwin 1-5). Fouled
Murray State 62,
out - Tennessee Tech (Seng).
Eastern Illinois 41
Rebounds - Murray State 38
Feb. 20 at Racer Arena
(Coltharp, Minor 7) , Tennessee
EASTERN ILLINOIS (41)
Tech 34 (Clark 9}. Assists Probst 2·13 3-6 7, Garbova 5Murray State 14 (Higgins, Minor
21 2-9 12, Lee 2-6 2-3 6, Laska
3)~ Tennessee State 16 (Van1-5 0·0 3, Hendrix 3-9 0-0 6,
Winkle, Baldwin 4). Total fouls Roof 0-1 0·0 0, Patzner 1-2 0-Q
Murray State 171Tennessee
2, Atkinson 0-1 0·0 0, Bochnak
Tech 11. Technical fouls 1-3 0-Q 3, Garretson 1-6 0-0 21
None.
Aldrich 0·2 0·2 0. Totals 16-69
A -21442
5-12 41 .
MURRAY STATE (62)
Coltharp 8-14 1-2 19, Higgins
1-6 0-0 2, Minor 8-11 6-9 22,
Hunt 4-10 2·3 10, Johnson 0-1
0-0 0, Pierceall 2-4 2-2 7, Beach
FRATERNITY
0-3 0-1 0, Gray 0-0 0-0 0,
STANDINGS
Meadors 0-1 0-0 01 Paige 1·1 0As of Feb. 27
0 2, Little 0-1 0·0 0. Totals 24·
Lambda Chi Alpha
6·1
52 11-17 62.
Sigma Chi
5·1
Halftime - Murray State 32,
Pi Kappa Alpha
5·2
Eastern Illinois 15. Three-point
Alpha Sigma Phi
4-2
goals - Eastern Illinois 4-18
3-3
Kappa Alpha Psi
(Garbova 2·9, Laska1-4, Roof 0- Alpha Tau Omega
2·3-1
11 Patzner 0·1, Atkinson 0-1 ,
2-4-1
Sigma Pi
Bochnak 1-2), Murray State 3-9
1-6
Alpha Gamma Rho
(Coltharp 2-5, Higgins 0-1.
0-6
Sigma Phi Epsilon

Women's
Basketball

Intramural
Standings
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INDEPENDENT I

Baseball

As of Feb. 27
Mad Dawgs
The McGinty's
One-Legged Ducks
Half-Pints
Deacons
San Antonio Sperm
Sophomore Jinx

Alabama-Birmingham 9, Murray State 7

4-0
3·2
2·2
2·2
2·3
1·3
1-3

Friday at Birmingham ·
Score by Innings
Murray State
UAB

CA.'iH NOW1 • Wc purt·hast: mortg:ri(C'!,
:tnnuulel, ond htJ>In~' noto. Stn..'e 1984
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For

WOMEN'S SORORITY
AND INDEPENDENT
As of Feb. 27
AOK
Alpha Gamma Delta
Alpha Omicron Pi
Alpha Sigma Alpha
Sigma Sigma Sigma

4-0
3-1
2-2
3-1
0-4

As of Feb. 27
Regents
Hart
Richmond
Clark
Springer

4-0-2
4-1-1
3-2
3-2
2-4

Alabama-Birmingham

5-0
4-1
4-2
2·1·1
1-2-2
1-3
0·5

MEN'S RC I
As of Feb. 27
Franklin (Green)
Hart (A}
Clark
Regents
Hester
White
Richmond
Elizabeth I

7·0
6·1
6·2
4-3
2·4-2
1-4
1-6
0-4-1

Hester II
Hart (C)
Pure Gold
Elizabeth II
Hester Ill
Franklin {White)
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$1000's PoMib&e Rnrdlng Boob. Pan
Home ToU Free ( I l800-.!111·9000
Ext. R-7508 for U"lli~.
$1000's ~le Typing Pan Time: AJ.
Homt" Toll F~-e (I m)ol18-9<)X) Ext. T·

d<:mographk' onfomuoon about Kemudcy
nt.·W~Jl:lper m:ui<CIS. A val!:Jblc in die 19'}7
KPA Yc:ubook and OirectOry • .$10 ph.D
S2.SO Jiltlppins; md h:lndling. Wntc Kenn1cky Pn..,. ~r.i<'e, 101 Qm,'lllll<.'r !.:Inc,
Fr-anklott, KY '*16ol , ur phone 'i02· 2lJ.

TI~ At

lll'll l .

Coun'<!ln!ll Wctnl<-d Tnmd<>wn I'll·
Ill!"''~• cued r.:amr i<x.tt<•d in 111e Catskill
Mount:tins of I'>'Y. All 'IXllt.,, watC1'·skung.
onuetng. 1"\lpt:S, ltlt"I(UJrth, <.T.IIL,, Wm't!,
:•embit:l<, nutntlnn. ki~loen, l>frk:e, llO
po>sltlnn.s. CIIJ Camp Sl1;1nc (~) 292-

SWlMMII'>G 1'001. DISTRmt!fOil - Mu>l
...,u ~:ntrrc lnv.-mory of new lc·flowr 19')6
huKe 19"1131 ' 0 I> l'amily-sizc,d J'<>ul~ woth
sunde<:k, fton..-.: & filter only S9i9 mmplde JOOl(. firunL-;ngl Prof~l lnsul
btlon requln:d, atklitiOfUI ro:.l. CaU now
ll00-75~. Urnlt.d
$444 f'('JOJ.<; POOL.') S#l · f11:e .t.'-.cmi>IC'
on 1\t"W 20x32 family s.ze p uol <lunn!(

=

..arty hlrJ ~pc.·ct:tl Include., . •lt:t.k, l lh~:r,
lin•·r, hr.;llinK t.k-v~e-e and more. lfX,'i•
fanJn<inM . 10l-SRO~fl8.
TAN AT HOMf. · Wolff Puretan :>unma....
let ~1 nnplde b)"MCI!b ~nillj! :u S33t10 •
month. lndiJIJt::! !>hipping. lot~<>m, J!O!I"

gJa; Call now fin' c:t1.11o!!. 80().679-9678.

20/20 WTiliOlTI" GIA'i'iESI - SJ!e, mpkl
ll01lo$U~C:II , pc:nn:l!Ynt n:s!Ot"JIIOO 6.fl
Wt"t."k;;. Atrltnt: pilot developc.'ll. 0 ....1or
apprnvt:r.l. Fn:<• onfnrmatooo hy mJil , f!Ot).
•122-7;120. ext. 213, •ICJ6-961-S'i7ll. Pax ·l(i(,.
% 1-'iSn. httJ,:I/wwwvbil~.>nfr<'t"<.lcnn.wm
S:lti>l:ll1 ion itl.lar.IOict"d

DlAHF.TIC." <l ~11\'G INSUI.If"l • Did you
know Mr:diaare or insuranct" <.CJ\"C"r.l lll(ISI .
supplb? S:l~ money - c:ill80().63J-2001
Ubftty Mo..llc~l. S:lll..J:~ction ~nlnteocd..
No HMO lllCnlb.:r,;. Mmuon 2619 10

dnvinK ra"Ord is requor«l. G1"1 ynur COL
1n AI d:!y' for ~399.00 dnwn 11)01(, pia~
nlr:fll,

ROO-~JOBS.

UKIVERS PHO£llolX TRANSP0RTA110N
• Due to n.-w hu•lne<s, nnw
h1nn,11 l'i additiOfUI dnv.,r,.' Opc.ntc out
nf G~'O~town, KY w~-.:kly <le\ilc-Jte!d
rr>ut"s awm11injl 4,000 mik'll H••ne dur·
tnl( th~ w« k and te~~ery w.......k.,nd , 'Pill up

7~fnr~inwo
l~mp

2267.
AIRUSE EMPLOYMENT - Gc:t the ln•ider"s :tdv:lnt3J!e for fant.hng "'Ork m the
tndu•try Tr:~vd for Freel All ma,or
Dorne>liC & lnt<11lcllt<>tl:tl A1rlin<., pmltlt.'ll.
!'or mformatlon . R<lO·H<•II-H<.X!A l'xt.
l'i~;\1!2. (We: Jrt: • r<.·,.,art·h & puhh;hinJ<
'-umpanyl
Al.A~KA ~IlM M ER EMPLOY.\ 1f.'IT • Ft-.11ing lndu.,uy. IA.1:1ils on how lo find :1
high- p:~ying ~Jb with <'Xn:llcnt ~ncflL<
(tr:ln~potl:llion
+ 1'0<101 & board).
For tnfnmution·
8()().276-06~4 l!xl
A5S381 (~·... ~re ::1 rellt'Oinil & puhlbh~
romp;tny>
llfUVEHS:- St;~rt •l l7·:Ut per mtlc:. Ralo;.
t:> l<l 3M J mtlt'. Home l"vcry 9-U <by'
wilh :t:., igne<l 11'" t<>r. Mt·uit~l. dental.
n·tl,.,ment S J.(XX) t;.up and <jU:IItcrly ,;11<.~
ty honu.,. Hnm3dy Truck l.ne 81~
9664, c:.'Cl. SW-2
OTR DRIVERS 1\EEDEn • S~;.s.IS,OOO pcr
~= lnopmem-.:d - A good "'uk and

to 3~t

mile. 1996 convemional t.-~~·
'"'"· q1.1:1rtc:rly futtl lxmu.,, yearly ...-.rety
I>Onu•, two Wet'k' p;!t<l vac-Juon, pJtd
<Oinp;tny holidays. IIC"Jilh II~'IUr.mce., life
in:>ur.mcc:• .o\OIK. Ot.--.111 MVR , abllity to
f"ll'' 1)()1' phr.-ic:ll and druM ..:n:en. ~
A CllL wid! H:tz.\bt n:;1uln:d. 502~}0IOfl
pt•r

J)I!IVI'R:~ • Coven:~nt trainer-. eam over
S7U.OOO. Covenant te am.• eam llVt:r
SIIJO.OOO .mr.l run 22'i.OOO milt:~ a y~'3r.
Make llKmt:y ~nd J!el the rno..r miles Call
I<K]Jy.
t!xpt!rit:nct'll
cJriVt:lll
and
liWnrl /nperJIOr lt::t.m' H00-441·4394.

Gradu:tlc t>tudc:n!:i A00-3311-64211
DR I\ 'F.RS - An.tic E"Pf"Ni

75¢

""'lt:fr: cxpen-

eoce 3nd liUCl...,_, c:ome t~a. SeekiflR
Oll( tractm-<rJiler Jn\'\"l'l> for company
Dn<.l ll""-'1: pun:luo.e J'<b1U01\.' Call 8JO.
927-IH} I I'OF"

DRivtK · 11le c:omp;tny that o lft:n. ewry·
thln11 now
new p;ty, Boyd Rro.•'· nt-w
pay J!.llk;tj~e allow' cxpcriert<·t:d cJnvc:n.
to 81:11\ ut up to 3S ,·enb pc:r nlll<', ullt."l'
lJgn nn honus :md up to $700 oncnwtioo
pay Gr:atl• n."n:tW un IIDI\"C' tl1e indu.'>lr)'
o,.~.,.o~ge p;td<~' Gr.:-.11 bent-filS. All con,·em"~ Call: ll()().~3-l·l92~. Ext. K.SI.
F. or.

n:u;

GARAGE OOOR 1:-r.-."TAll.AllON - supc:rvl"'lr.> & in.,tallc:n. n<.'t!"lkd Experit:nt."t.'ll
pcn.on.' onl~·· Call 800-1129-6609 <Orx.·n 7
<Li)'lll

AU . Ot.:"R REPS WEAR THF. SAMF. THING
TO \l'ORK •. A SMILE • Enjoy flc:xohlr:
hour.o, in your netRhhorhoOO, :lllr.l<livc

mromc,

rn.., tmrrunJ!.

S02·2~-o479

w.,t-

alllle Wagon ln11, Inc EOE.
I>AVII> W, HOOO TRl:CKING, INC •
Nnw htnnll OTR Jrl\cr' ror "'o::>l C<):t.'t
'""' many bcnefol, \k"Cl DOT requu-e-·
mcnL\. HW-424-9013

!)RIVERS. OTR - Advan<·t:d Obtnhutlon
S~stem Top pn>vo<lrr oi lbtlx'll ~t"r\'il"O
nfl,:,nlljiiOfl l"'Y lnd SI ,OOO ~lltJHlll ht>nu.'
10 qu;~l~y drl\'l?Th . Call 8IJ0-646.3438. F.~t
1007. OY.nc:r Oper:nor.; Wekome
HIGH SCHOOL snJDEl'oT P.X<.1tA:-iGE

0
0
0
5
9
1 1
0 0
0 0
27 10

PROGRAM • Is .,._..,kinjl kx::d repr<">CMU·
li\<e to >Crc.'C't\ hoM fJmoloc- 2nd 11\JJ'll!f"'.r:
ext.-h:lnj~e stUdcnL• from ~round the
world Muot ltkr: ~pplt:mcncl rtK.'Oinc:..
Call AJS£ ~!KUNG
NA110NI\.L t.mLITY CON~.iTRUcnON
COMPANY · N=.L~ fnremt."ll.iahon:fll a nd
oper.u~m

woth cx~n~:nc" in J!ll-'1 di-o~nhu
tkm work . Travd rt:CfUirt.'d. Call IIAA-431!·
5230 or fa>< rt'Mime to 901-547-9293. F.O£.
GOOD JORS • In Columbia, Ml·""-••n. A

gre:11 pl3C"t' 10 live, work and r.l~>e .J !ami·
ly. Around 1% unemploytnetu. Apply on
bno: http-1/ww...• ~ com

•

DRIVERS, OWNER.OPetATOR:~ • Q)rn.
p:li\Y driven<, team drivc:rs. lnuodudnR
Elite: El<pn::l.'l, Inc. Our n:une &&)'lo ot Jll.
Call us for OTR opporrunrtoes H01).41 J.
4318.
ORJVI;R~. HIRING DRIVERS! 27( -ZC>f a
mile. pr.-mium C\julpm.-m, 401K, Guat:lll·
teed fll:l home pmgr:un. "'''"!lflt.'Li lr.l<1011i,
medi<-:JI :tnd denl3l progrJm avali:Jhle, up
to
4
weeks
p:1id
va..':ltion.
~gle/Amolc.l Tr.~~

8)C}.f+.l6.

43l l

DRIVERS, OVER THE ROAD - 3S :;tntr:s.
Fbt wit h .odo, late m<lr.lel conv~ntionnl•
yc:~r'~ CJCpt."rk·nco:. St:trt 30-33 _~:ent' J

3

nult: + bc:n•-llL' CIIIII00-444-66411
MOHIU! H0 '-11! LOANS • 5% clown. r~:n
rundnjt equity loon P= sd lcn, p;t<b j!e,
b nd or horne loun.• . Green Tree Firull('inl,
~1900. N21t00'- le:uitnR molllle

home k.-nda.
HElP PROMarE WO RLD l'fACF. •

lly

llo:.lrng a hl!(h M hool ex,h:lni(C -.tu<lent!
Don't ml"" the o pportunity 10 bmodcn
your honmn• lx.'RinnlnR in Auj!\W. Call
AISI!, fi\)().SIUUNG.
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.t

v
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Spring Hn:ak I!.Jh~nus P.a rty Cruio;d 6
D:lys u~ lndudo •ll me:tl•. P:utlo &
T:vtol G=t bt::lcht:.s & N)8hdilel l..e-.&ves
fmm
Ft.
t.autlc:rdllc:l
''P"nRh= ktr:lvd.HJm I-800-678-63A/i

Cancun & jamal<":l SpnnJ! BreJk ~pcdai,;J
7 NoghL' ntr & lt11td t(lrm $429! Save Sl SO
o n fooc.l. tltinks & lr.:e P<lrties! Ill% low ·
e.t price j!Wr.mtce! I>PrinKbre:tktrJvc:l t·llm
J-8()0.678-(•386

F1orid1 Spring Rrelk' Panamot 01}'1 Room
with kltchC'n llClr l'1r:m $119! Daytnm·
be.t loc:uion S 139! Plnrid:.-,. new houpot·

Co<'t>a He-Jch Hiltl>n S lft9! •pnnKIJ=k·
trJVt:h"Om I-3J0..67~JA6

1k>1 Hole!.' & l.owctl Price.• for Sprif18·
J!re;&k llc:ld1 dotlnatlot\'l Flonda, em.
run. Ja rn:IC, etc. CJII nnw for morn-. or
5IJ!n-Up :1.' ln«.-r.Qim~; Rq>r. A00-;127·

6013 lottp:l/www.kpt cum
GET MARRIEO • A 'he:1ullful Smoky

Mountain wt'llc.linR. Chrh tlan "'rvk<t:.~,
n>tnplt:tc: ll"r:lngen>t:nLs, ck!l"nl white
d u pe!, <"t:<br mountalll top lhapcl . l.c>Vt:ly j~;~z.t:bo, !uno, l"Jhins. no IO!lil' A00-8937274.

GA11JNBL'RG AREA · Simple:, )·t:t eleg:llll.
lr.lr.litional Oln-.tan wt:ddiflW' In Vk.1CJn3n
dupd SUrtmJ! ..11 ~ 129. Flowt:l'. ph<>
tographs. hor>t:ytTl<~tn <:lbon• or Wll~
avail:tble. Call toll I = lil!l!4ll!-9996.

ADORAili.E AND AFFORf>Al-l!.ll WEI).
DINGS! - In the :Sn1nlo.-y Mnunuin loll
Chapel All Jid\1\<"d prrwt<.l"'l lndudrnR
fomul •\'l':lr, horn:ymoun rent:tl,.
On.bln.d llllru-.ters l)oli)WOnr.l counuy.
Bdnn:- deciding 80().262-~3
A BFAUTIFUL OiAPEL OiRbl1AN WEI).
DING • G:!tlinbuqfa onRUt:t) ch;.pel. pcrforminR lep l m3m3RCI !lin<·<' 1980.
Bc:w-Jre - • All 'ha(lt:hi d. • ntl! l1:1ve real
mlnblt!!>o' . R"v· Eu Taylor l!l.)()-:1'16-2n9
lmp!//www.ga~inl>ul)l'ltapeJ., .t~>rn

A BEAUTIFUL CHAPF.I, WEDDING - I n

tilt: Smoky MountJon.~. ti~tlinhurx"s Ltnle!

l.o!l Ol:ipd. Cl1;1nnmg. ~t>nl;lntic. Rorder.l
mliorul p:ul< A drr::lm wedding 1n fit
your ltudj!d. 8(.)0-~S·HfS I SCP
Ar l.o\.'>T - A!Tord:Jhle lei¢ I>C!"<VK't:-'1.
Divun."C' S9S. Otllt:r ~~t:Niu~ from $4S.
Complctt.- prolo."llon:II~Servk-e n<Jl a do-1t·
your.elr kil. Atfonlahle u w A."-''Lutlon
SOl-638-0700.

\~CRUISE
I UIIJ.fOII fMI'tOf.,llf
Work in Exotic locations (the
Caribbean, Hawaii. Mexico),
meet fun people. AND get paid!
For industry information. call
Cruise Employment Services:

(100) 276·4941
txt. (55311

--·-·

Cruise Employmnu Strvius

TEACHING/TtrrORING SUPPLIES/GIFTS
()

G)

759-5749

THE

SMART

STOP

Teacher/Parent/Student
Educational Supply Center
Mar y Janice Cooper- Owner
Over 20 years teaching sxperience

20%off
All products first Tuesday of each month.
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4-1
4-1
3-2
3-2
1-3-1
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Washers still
310 N. 12 St.

PO
1
0
9
1
0

As of Feb. 27

~ERVICES

VER!; - Tminii'IJ!

R H RBI BB SO
0 1 0 0 0
1 1 0 1 2
1 2 1 0 0
3 2 2 2 1
0 3 2 1 1
0 1 1 0 1
2 2 1 0 1
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 1 0
1 2 1 0 1
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
9 15 8 5 7

MEN'S RESIDENTIAL
COLLEGE II

c:~ re:

llt.' lp

AB
4
3
5
3
4
5
4
1
0
4
4
0
0
0
37

Dan Harness
Brent Murphy
Mike Terry
Shayne Carnes
Rodney Eberly
Ryan Hurst
Corey Hardin
Shane Watte
Lee Jolly
Jeff Bell
Clay Aderholt
Mark Gray
Jason Undberg
Chris Mason
Totals ·

INDEPENDENT II
As of Feb. 27
Playa's
Racers
Bread Runners
Me Phi Me
SC3
Honors Program
Alpha Sigma Phi - B

AB R H RBI BB SO PO A
5 0 2 1 0 0 2 1
4 0 0 0 0 2 0 4
4 0 0 0 0 1 2 0
4 3 3 2 0 0 9 2
4 0 0 0 0 3 8 0
4 1 1 0 0 1 0 1
4 2 3 1 0 0 0 0
4 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
4 0 1 1 0 2 3 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
37 7 11 6 0 9 24 10

Eddie Doyle
Brad Burns
Chad Hamm
Jeremy Quire
Kurt Umbarger
Todd Fox
Darryl Marshall
Craig Dolk
Chris L. Williams
Adam Hines
Greg Harvey
Reece Grubbs
Totals

WOMEN'S RESIDENTIAL
COLLEGE

1>0 YOU HAVP. OIAKETE." ' • R~dvt:
your !!II.JCO!Ie monitor und llll(lplb 111 no
C0>1 It> )"OU' Call R~inhow r"OWll.l:uion tnl1
fn.o.: 24 hour.< 1118-42').10~ "Polflle who

Sale

AH E
7 11 2
9 15 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 1 0 0 1 1 2 1 1
0 1 0 5 0 2 0 1 X

Murray State

Classifie(J.s

pn~tlc:ms

A.• low 3.': Slll,OOO for $9S J munlh,
S~.OOO for S2;9 :t llllltuh, $40,000 for

15

Present MSU ID and receive a 5% discount on all purchases

Laundry Service & Alterations

753-5968

119 S. 4th Street

New-s

16
preparation for the legislative special
session in May.
Continued from Page 1
Some of the items on the Universiagenda are:
ty's
going to become a package that we fol•To
become the preeminent, public
low as our initiatives," he said.
liberal arts program in the Southeast;
"rm going to mention each of these to increase student involvement and
aims to the governor. These are points student retention through such
111 try to raise in our conversation."
actions as being able to maintain low
Alexander said he will probably also ' student to faculty ratios.
pass the vision statements for the
•To provide complete and compreUniversity along to state legislators in hensive access to information techno!-

GOVERNOR

ogy to students and faculty;
•To increase the numbers of collegegoing students with programs such as
the Road Scholars program; to
strengthen international studies with
a doctoral degree in international relations; to obtain a doctoral program in
water science or aquatic biology to
coincide with research and public service in the lakes region;
•To strengthen the sciences with
masters programs in ecology, cell and

• ne rturtay ::ata1:e News
February 28, t 997

molecular biology and chemical
physics.
,
•To increase the applications of the
Wickliffe Mounds Research Center by
establishing a Native American Cultural Center for Kentucky;
•To promote regional economic
development and to strengthen programs in business, recreation and
American Humanics by assuming an
active role in LBL;
•To establish a Center for Excel-

lence in P-1 Education and to obtain a
doctoral program in public school
administration.
•To lead the way in the formation of
a cooperative extension service for
industry and technology;
•To establish additional cooperative
degree programs with other universities as well as a joint doctoral program
in business administration with the
University of Kentucky or the University of Louisville.

WOODS

Teetel""Toddler

Continued from Page I

dential renovations but will most likely come
from the operations budget, which is funded in
part from student tuition and fees.
The Board also approved a motion authorizing
Alexander "to plan and negotiate for alternative
residential facilities ..."
"What we would like to do is build a building
that holds 50 to 60 students," Alexander said.
Using this style of housing, Alexander said the
University could systematically clear the low-rise
residential facilities, moving students into each
new building as it is completed.
"We think Richmond should go first," he said..
"It's the oldest."
Alexander said the buildings could be built on
land the University already owns and would be
two-story structures with staircases located on
eacb end of the buildings.
If the plan is implemented, he said, two of the
structures probably could be ready for occupancy
by the fall semester of 1998.
Alexander said the smaller buildings would
involve less cost and would fit into the residential
college system better. Also, their smaller size
would allow more freedom as far a building space
goes.
"Since these are small units, we don't need
gigantic properties," Alexander said, noting that
possible locations could be next to Hester College,
behind Springer College or Hamilton Field.
Chris Weatherly/Staff

While waiting for her husband, lauren Wolff, a so pho more from
Benton, and her one and half year old daughter, Tori, take advan-

tage of the sunny weather this past Monday afternoo n playing in
the Quadrangle.

M-4 Flight Simulator
FREE to MSU Students
March 3
10 a .m. - 4 p .m.
In front of the T-Room

for
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Fine
Go MSU
Go Racers Go Racers Go Racers
Go Racers Go Racers Go Racers

